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Abstract
Mobile phones have had a drastic influence on media production, by providing a ubiquitous connection. This
revolution has come about when smartphone turned into a powerful tool to do almost all the production-related
work that was done previously by specialized equipment and computers. This has encouraged ordinary
individuals to involve in media work and emerging the phenomenon of mobile journalism, where citizens and
individuals can engage in journalism work carry out a job that was supposed to be done only by journalists for
a long time ago. We are talking about hundreds of thousands of prosumers and amateurs who are making and
covering news by their smartphones and contributing to journalism work. This has become particularly
apparent in relation to reporting from remote and risky areas, where journalists cannot reach easily or may not
arrive on time while important events occur. This was obvious during the Arab-spring - The role of
smartphones in feeding both social media and traditional media with instant photos and videos taken by
protesters themselves. This thesis focuses on the role of the smartphone in facilitating the work of journalists.
As a part of the literature review, the author has gone through many texts, watched videos and listened to radio
shows with journalists and workers in media spheres, in which journalists talk about their own experience with
practicing mobile journalism. Then from a phenomenological perspective and framework the experience of
technology and user aspects of mobile journalism are investigated. As the aim of this thesis is not to validate
a hypothesis or a theory, a qualitative research method is used to come to an evaluation and explanation of the
phenomenon of using mobile in journalism. For that purpose, several qualitative methods have been used to
collect data such as auto-ethnography, observation, interviews and focus groups. The data are collected mainly
from Kurdistan region in northern Iraq where journalists were covering news of war in dangerous and risky
battle fields.
The findings from the results showed that the main factors that make smartphones powerful tools for journalists
are: the low budget required for acquiring a smartphone compared to expensive equipment used in traditional
media, the freedom and independence that a mobile can give to a journalist, the design aspects which provide
a pocket-size tool with unsuspiciousness feature that make it possible to be carried and used even in areas
where journalistic work is not allowed. The ubiquity feature of mobile has helped to cover news in areas where
traditional media cannot be existing or cannot reach easily. The ability of individuals to obtain a smartphone
in one hand and the universal design of mobile in another hand have helped to be used in journalism work by
many people with no necessary training courses. This situation has created a good opportunity for media
institutions and TV stations to expand their correspondents’ network all over the countries.
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Introduction
Internet in general and social Media in particular has had a great effect on news organizations and the way
they operate their work. Social media tools like Twitter, Facebook and YouTube have elevated the level of
digital media and put the news and media organizations in front of a real challenge in how to make their news
suitable for the digital age (Harper, 2010). Smartphones form the backbone of social media, according to
multiple surveys. The number of smartphone owners is quite larger than the number of those who own another
type of phone or digital device (Poushter, 2017), for the U.S. a recent study showed that among those people
who get their daily news from Internet (digital portals and social media), more of them prefer smartphones to
desktops or laptops. (Pew, 2016).
The new audience is not sitting in front of TV screens nor buying a paper version of a newspaper. They spend
most of their time on social networks where they interact directly with newsmakers and have a great influence
on the way in which news institutions and media companies are presenting their productions. They don’t like
to be just good receivers of information, instead they want to connect directly with those who are creating
news for them, because they are not only readers anymore, they want to have conversations, find the resources,
share them with others and have their questions to be answered and their opinions to be listened (Lavrusik,
2009). In order to keep in touch with young audience, news institutions are moving to the social platforms
where young people are spending most of their time; including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Snapchat,
Instagram. Etc. Today there are a few TV channels, newspapers, radio stations that haven’t got a page or an
account on one or several social media platforms. Thus, news and media institutions try to cooperate with
social media rather than working against it, then they have to present a content of media that must fit the new
platform because they have the same mandate to create and publish amusing, useful and relevant messages
that individual users do. (Kirkpatrick, 2011).
The cell phone has had a drastic influence also on media production, by providing a ubiquitous connection.
This revolution has come about as a result of the smartphone becoming powerful enough to do almost all the
production-related work that was done previously by specialized equipment and computers. Now, besides
making calls, it can film a video in high definition quality (HD), a high-resolution photo camera, a high-quality
audio recorder, a multi-language text editor, and a live video broadcasting unit that can transmit live video and
audio to different platforms of social media or digital portals. Through the integration of production with social
media outlets, live broadcasting presently finds its way to TV screens and radio stations easily. Before now,
having a live video -even though with a low quality- was requiring a big set of devices for sending video via
satellites which costs TV stations thousands of dollars for a few minutes of transmitting. Besides hiring an
experienced communication-engineer to operate those devices. Those expensive devices are not working in
everywhere but only in open areas where the antenna can be directed to the satellites. Currently, a big part of
that work is done in seconds by using only a single smartphone device.
With the arrival of every new generation of smartphones, a new technology arrives with new tools that
contribute to ease journalists’ work. This has led to a new trend in journalism called “MoJo”, Mobile
Journalism, where a practitioner needs no more than his smartphone mobile to create and publish news
(Goujard, 2016). An important aspect of MoJo is how it lowers the bar for becoming a journalist or even a
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news channel; in the landscape of ‘new media’ the news consumer is changing from a passive receiver into a
two-way prosumer who is also contributing to media (Harper, 2010).
The new media and mobile journalism have encouraged ordinary individuals to involve in media work. Their
job is not much different than the job of journalists, because after all, their work lies at the core of journalism
according to Kevin Klose, who defines the journalism as “nothing more, nor less, than the witnessing by one
person of something happening — an event, an occurrence, a manifestation of an idea or an emotion — and
bearing witness of that to someone else.” (Klose, 2009).
We can see, nowadays, thousands of prosumers and amateurs who cover news by their mobiles and do the job
of journalists. This has become particularly apparent in relation to reporting from remote or risky areas, where
journalists cannot reach easily or may not arrive on time when an important event occurs. This was obvious
during the Arab-spring - The role of smartphones in feeding both social media and traditional media with
instant photos and videos taken by protesters themselves, to an extent that a smartphone of an activist could
became the main source of live broadcasting for several TV channels, such as the live streaming wich the
Egyptian activist Shayma Awadh managed to broadcast from her iPad when she was besieged with a group of
protesters in Fateh Mosque in Cairo following the overthrow of the president Morsi in 2013. As journalists
couldn’t get inside the mosque, Shayma’s iPad was the main window to show what is going on inside the
mosque to the outsider world through several TV channels, such as Al Jazeera, Al Hiwar, and Haber Turk..
etc. (Aljazeera, 2013).
This thesis is focusing on this aspect of mobile journalism, and will address the question:
“How does smartphone help to facilitate the work of journalists especially in risky areas?”
Finding an adequate answer to this question requires exploring deep in the practices of media and journalism
to understand how these have changed. How news media were operating without a mobile device for
communication, then how the advent of cell phones changed the way in which journalists communicate with
their institutions on one hand and with news resources on the other hand, and how these changed the roles of
the journalist.
After reviewing the literature, it has become clear that the main focus of the thesis lies on two aspects of mobile
journalism. A central question relates directly to the material and technology aspect of a smartphone that
become crucial in mobile journalism. Secondly, this thesis will look into how this influences the relation
between the amateur-journalist and the professional news media, and into the shifting of their roles.
While these are topics that have been addressed in previous research, the rapid development of mobile
journalism happens in the field, and is driven by active practitioners. This thesis builds on a review of
practitioner’s discussions of mobile journalism in newspapers, radio and TV shows, blogs and websites and
conferences. The main resource has been a number of interviews with individuals and focus groups, including
both professionals and amateurs working in TVs, radios, newspapers, digital portals and film making industry.
The interview material has primarily been focused on the Middle East. Interviews have been performed onsite in northern Iraq with journalist from Kurdish and Arabic Televisions. Complementing interviews were
done by telephone or voice call messengers with people from other countries.
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Literature review
In 15 July 2016, Turkey witnessed a military coup attempt. The military took control over the official TV
station TRT in the two main cities in the country, Ankara and Istanbul, and a regular TV anchor read their first
statement. At that time the president Erdogan was on vacation in south of the country, far away from media
and journalists. While his destiny was unknown and nobody knew what has happened to him, he managed to
make a live video call from his own smartphone with several TV channels. The news presenters were able to
air the phone call with the president, live on TV.
That video call from Erdogan’s iPhone, via Facetime and other video call applications, changed everything.
Responding to the president’s demand, thousands of people rushed into the streets and the coup attempt was
crushed only a few hours later. This event is an obvious example of the power of mobile technology, and the
pivotal role that the smartphone media medium can have, even in political events.
Ed Finn, a former journalist for Time, Slate and Popular Science, describes this moment as “remarkable” to
watch. The TV anchor holding in one hand the iPhone and in the other hand a small microphone to pick up the
sound from the iPhone’s speakers while the camera was focusing on the president’s face on the iPhone’s screen
(See figure 1). The rough use of technology, while on prime-time technology, allowed Erdogan to appear
presidential but at the same time intimate, highlighting the severity and seriousness of the situation through
the simplicity of the connection he used to convey his message to the world.
Finn discusses how the sense of intimacy
was created through the design of the
smartphone, which encourages that
video calls should be done by holding the
phone a little bit away from your face,
and how this will bring you into a faceto-face connection with someone else
holding his phone in the same way. It
was not just through the type of
connection but also how the connection
is performed, that Erdogan managed to
present the viewers with an intimate
Figure 1. Turkish president Erdogan joins the news studio via
experience in the midst of crises (Finn,
FaceTime app. during the military coup attempt in 15.07.2016.
2016). While Erdogan was conveying his
crucial message, the connection was interrupted twice by a friend of the anchor, to remind us unintentionally
that a mobile is primarily a call device, and if we are going to use it for another purpose, then there is some
workaround to be done, e.g. turning off incoming calls.
That video call is not the only example of using smartphone as a powerful media tool that could compete with
big media institutions, a few years earlier, the smartphone played a leading role in Arab-spring uprisings,
starting from Tunisia and spreading to Libya, Egypt, Yemen, Syria and other countries.
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The social media networks helped the protesters to spread their messages and news all over the country. They
were able to organize where and when to gather and unify the slogans chanted by the protesters. The activists
were participating in the protests in the morning and recording all the events by their cameras and smartphones.
At the evening, they were active on social media networks uploading and sharing videos, photos and news,
and preparing for the protests of the next day (Katalony, 2012). The videos and news of protests were not used
among the protesters only but found their way very quickly to TVs, radios and newspapers around the world.
Many activists’ accounts on Twitter and Facebook played the role of a news agency by providing the media
with daily videos and photos taken by protesters’ smartphones (Katalony, 2012). When the Syrian regime
prevented international media from entering the country and covering the news of Syrian revolution in 2011,
news organizations resorted videos of protests and fighting that were taken by mobile phones and published
by famous social media websites, like Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, without the ability to verify the
authenticity of the content (Salibi, 2013).
Al Jazeera Media Network, a well-known news institution in the Middle East that has covered the Arab-spring
revolutions in details, mostly depending on media materials created by individuals, argues that cellphones have
witnessed a technological revolution in recent years that empowered individuals and normal citizens to have
the power of a journalist by equipping them with one integrated device, now called smartphone. This has
contributed to enforcement of free speech and the right to access information, and this -according to the
workers in Aljazeera network- is a pioneer action in journalism, because the presence of smartphones in the
hands of journalists enabled them to cover news and events in short time with less effort (Maccise and Marai,
2016).
News and media institutions now are tending towards depending on smartphones in covering news. Al Jazeera
offers extensive training courses for all its reporters, correspondents and journalists in order to teach them the
skills and proficiency of using smartphones in covering news. As a part of their efforts to improve and develop
this work and encouraging journalists to go through this new media style, a guidebook called “Mobile
journalism” has been published by Aljazeera Media Institute in 2016 (Maccise and Marai, 2016).
In that guidebook, Al Jazeera presents specific reasons for adapting this new style of media. Previously, in
case of a natural disaster or an out-breaking fighting in some area, Al Jazeera would have to send heavy
equipment with a team of producer, cameramen and correspondents in order to get breaking news or to
broadcast live from the heart of the event. In many areas, with high tension and real dangers involved,
journalists were working under critical conditions or sometimes it was impossible to work at all. The
smartphone increases mobility and allows journalists to work without drawing others’ attention (Maccise and
Marai, 2016).
Al Jazeera is not the only TV network that is adopting mobile journalism, many other news institutions are
realizing the importance of having such a powerful tool as a smartphone in the hands of journalists, and how
this could leverage their performance, at the same time they are seeking to take advantage of all these devices
in the hands of individuals, and how they could play the role of journalists and became useful news resources.
BBC, for instance, offers articles and training courses on mobile journalism on their website (BBC Academy,
2017). Many of their professional journalists have turned towards working on smartphones. Marc Settle, one
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of those workers in BBC academy, has recorded several videos with tips on how to take videos, photos and
record audio using smartphone in a professional way. He argues that by putting the mobile to horizontal
position and doing some settings manually, such as focus, brightness and colour balancing, a journalist can get
a quality video that is good enough to be broadcasted on TV (Settle, 2013). Arthur Haynes, member of the
BBC Production Talent Pool, has produced a video on BBC website shot by his iPhone5 in which he presents
valuable tips for smartphone filmmakers. He recommends the new filmmakers to “go out there and have a
play. You never know what you might create" (Haynes, 2016).
Using mobile in journalism is not only districted to those critical areas where journalists cannot get there
carrying their heavy cameras and other media equipment, but it is also practiced widely even in those parts of
the world where journalists have no worries or risks on their lives and enjoy the freedom of journalism without
restrictions. Dougal Shaw, one of the journalists in BBC who turned towards mobile journalism in a
professional way, tells how he started accidentally to use mobile in his work; heading to film an interview in
a café, Dougal realized that the battery of his camera was drained. But instead of arranging another meeting,
he thought of shooting the interview with his smartphone. After the interview, he noticed that the results were
satisfying, thus the idea of experimenting filming with a mobile phone for a full month came to his mind
(Shaw, 2016a).
Shaw predicts that there will be more and more people who will film by their mobiles. But he also argues that,
while filming in quality is now in the hands of ordinary people, producing news worthy material still requires
a professional who has been dedicated to make the most of these smart devices (Shaw, 2016b). Since the
advent of integrating video cameras in mobiles, many ideas have been developed regarding what can be
achieved with this technology. A short film festival dedicated to movies shot by mobiles is organized by
filmmakers to encourage individuals to use mobile cameras in a useful matter. Mobilefilmfestival.com is one
of those websites that is organizing an annual competition festival for this kind of films since 2005. As they
explain, their unique concept is based on using one mobile to shot one film of one-minute duration.
While journalism is going through the digital and new media era, it is witnessing quick developments,
empowered by the new technology. There are raising voices among the traditional journalists to embrace the
new changes in the way media materials are created and presented to the audience. Ivo Burum, a lecturer in
La Trobe university who has worked in TV and traditional media institutions for more than 30 years, now he
is leaving the TV behind and gives lectures about mobile journalism, in his book “Democratizing journalism
through mobile media” Burum suggests to include mobile journalism (MoJo) in the training programs of
journalism schools, that is because MoJo depends on a cheap equipment (a smartphone) with high quality of
video and broadcasting, and this will give the students the ability to involve in the practice. Thus, they will
sharpen their multimedia and online skills based on their prints skills and given lectures (Burum, 2016).
An important resource regarding the discussion of mobile journalism is the annual MoJoCon conference held
by Ireland's national television and radio broadcaster (RTÉ). This conference was first held in Dublin in 2015.
And every year Journalists from all over the world participate in this media conference focusing “on mobile
journalism, mobile content creation, mobile photography and new technology, all in one event” (MoJoCon,
2017). The videos produced from this conference have been an important resource for mobile journalism
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world, where media makers and journalists are interviewed to talk about their own experience in making news,
documentaries and different kinds of stories on mobile. An example is the interviews with two producers from
RTÉ TV who share their experience with shooting a drama called “Are you free?” entirely on smartphones!
(Ryan, 2017).
Mobile live broadcasting is another feature of mobile journalism that has a strong presence in the media scene.
Formerly, some journalists were using webcams of their laptops for live broadcasting. That was requiring
holding laptop or the portable PC with two hands in front of you, or in the best way to connect an external
webcam which was also limiting the movement of the journalist to the length of the cable connecting webcam
to the laptop. Now, with high resolution cameras integrated in smartphones and fast internet connection, we
have a wireless camera which allow us to make live video broadcast from wherever a mobile phone reach
(Juhlin, Engström and Reponen, 2010). Holding a ubiquitous and wireless camera in your palm gives you the
ability to shot videos in different angles and quite freedom of movement while filming; you can move the
camera left or right on its axis to get a pan shot, or up and down to get tilt shot, you can get a tracking movement
easily by walking forward or backward and put the camera in different positions that were hard to reach with
normal camera without the help of extra heavy equipment (Juhlin, Engström, and Reponen, 2010). If a
journalist has a good experience in how to make a professional product, then the mobile is able to give him
the ability to produce a good work. Eleanor Mannion from the Irish State broadcaster RTE television has had
filmed on her iPhone 6 plus one-hour-length documentary called “the collectors”. The feature is considered to
be the first long documentary in Europe that is shot on iPhone in Ultra High Definition quality (4K). (Scott,
2016).
Speaking about professionals and amateurs who engage in mobile journalism, we need here to know what is
really the difference between them? According to TheFreeDictionary.com an amateur is a person “who
engages in an art, science, study, or athletic activity as a pastime rather than as a profession.” With “lacking
the skill of a professional” but a professional is the person who is “engaging in a given activity as a source of
livelihood or as a career” and usually is a “skilled practitioner”. Anyway, there are now ongoing debates on
shrinking the gap between professional journalists and those who are acting as journalists but perhaps with
less skills and are not related a particularl media institution. An amateur journalist is sometimes referred to as
a citizen-journalist that witnesses an event but instead of just remaining as an eyewitness on the site, he tries
to document the event and make it public to the audience empowered by his smartphone. (Burum, 2016).
When it comes to journalist’s rights and protection. Josh Stearns, director of the Geraldine R. Dodge
Foundation for journalism sustainability who runs for years advocacy campaigns to defend freedom of
expression and support diversity in media, he states that there were discussions on a proposal of the 100-yearold organization located in Indianapolis “Society for Professional Journalists” to change the name of their
organization by replacing the word “journalists” with “journalism”. Although the proposal was not passed in
voting, but they agreed to vote for another resolution which refuses to define a journalist more than a person
who is working for journalism, regardless to skilfulness or relations to any media institution. Stearns insists
on a must framework of press freedom that is able to protect longstanding journalism institutions but also
citizen journalists (Stearns, 2013). Marcy Wheeler known as “emptywheel” (a specialist journalist in national
security and civil liberties) shares same concerns about the importance of protecting all people who work in
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news gathering activities, no matter if they are employed or not. Then she suggests to establish their activities
and protect them, no matter if they are working on their own and not related to a certain institution (Wheeler,
2013).
While some people are still discussing about the skills and the experiences of the new generation of journalists
who need to find works as profession and career, there are others who see, in this changing world, new styles,
new platform and new media mediums of disseminating and doesn’t have much to do with the old experience.
One of those who adopt this notion is Josh Stearns who thinks the past accumulated knowledge has not
sufficiency to define new journalism that is convenient for the future (Stearns, 2013). The same concepts are
shared by Evan Smith, CEO & Editor-in-chief of The Texas Tribune, who explained in an interview the future
of journalists and what skills they must have to keep on track; he gives two examples: a meat cleaver that can
cut the meat in a perfect way but used only for one task. And another example of a Swiss army knife which is
not made to do one sufficient task but it can be used for multi-purpose work. He admits that he doesn’t want a
good writer who can only write good stories to apply for work in his company, but instead, he would prefer a
new journalist who knows how to shoot video and record audio on his phone, edit it and post it and have a
completely understanding on how social media works. And thus, the future of the journalism will be for the
new generation who grew up with new technology and are well prepared for it (Smith, 2015).

The modern style of media, or what is known as new media, has raised concerns about the future of the
traditional media institutions who are not well prepared for the new technology and digital age. John V. Pavlik
in his book “Digital Technology and the future of broadcasting” (Pavlik, 2015) talks about the changing
paradigm by thinking that mass media is going through a continuing process of evolution with the help of the
progress in technology. Advancing through technology forces the media to change its style and adopt the new
changes or it is going to be obsolete. He gives examples from the history of media: radio was introduced as
the beginning of electronic media in 1920, but when TV came shortly after WWII it forced the radio to change
or become something of the past. With the help of advances in technology, radio could survive by becoming
more portable and smaller. Then it was the time when TV senders were controlling the entire contents and
forcing the receiver where and when to watch their favourite programmes. Nowadays, the audience is going
toward having more control over the contents of mass media (Pavlik, 2015). In their struggling to survive, we
can notice a kind of overlapping among different media mediums. It is very common today to see a newspaper
on their digital version posts audio and video materials beside the text. The opposite act is also true, many TV
platforms are covering a range of news that is based on the written world (De Prato, Sanz, and Simon, 2014).
This overlapping occurs at the digital platform, of course a newspaper cannot post video or audio if not on its
website on the internet. Having a digital portal is becoming today almost a must that every media institution
tries to have. With the appearance of each new platform, those institutions try to have a foothold on it. With
the emergence of tablets and smartphone and the associated apps, most of the Televisions embraced this new
orientation and launched apps on both Google Play and Apple stores to give the users access to almost all of
their channels for free, catching in this way the new form of consumption (De Prato, Sanz, and Simon, 2014).
The same fact is true with social media networks, media organizations, TVs, newspapers, radios have pages
and accounts on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Etc. Furthermore, they have integrated the social
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media into their websites so that users can login into those pages using their social media identities
(Kirkpatrick, 2011). Digital media has negative influences on some traditional newspapers. Names such as
The Time had to compete with digital portal news such as Huffington Post and BuzzFeed. Some other
newspapers have stopped their print versions and moved to the digital-only version. i.e. The Independent
Newspaper (Hill 2018)
This new trend forced some media institutions to have more than one version of the same news, in other words;
different news versions for different platforms. For instance, the nature of the news and stories on Facebook
is more local and personal, and the idea of posting news on Facebook’s News Feed was for users to share their
daily life activities and personal news (Kirkpatrick, 2011). In this context we can notice that a version of news
on Facebook may contains, beside the text, interactive links, some photos, videos or audio podcasts, a YouTube
or Facebook version of a radio show may have a video of the studio while programmers are speaking in the
microphones.
Mobile journalism and digital media have contributed in expanding the world of journalism with providing a
number of valuable features that enriched the practicing of journalism; by turning the lack of information into
abundance, lowered the cost of viewing information, made the news on-demand at any time on the device
chosen by the user after it was delivered to user in specific time and available on limited platforms. The social
media changed the way in which news are distributed, after they were controlled by media institutions and
distributed in traditional ways (e.g. thousands of magazines and newspaper were delivered by trucks every
day), today they are controlled by tech giant of social and digital media (Hill, 2018).

2.1 The professional experience
As a part of the literature review, the author has gone through many texts, watched videos and listened to radio
shows with journalists and workers in media spheres, in which journalists talk about their own experience with
practicing mobile journalism. This was used to form a first impression of the current state of mobile journalism,
which informed further work.
Mobile journalism is practiced not only by new journalists who cannot afford possessing expensive technology
to produce media product, but is also well practiced by professional journalists who are related to well-known
news institutions like BBC, CNN, and other big media networks. In those big organizations some professional
drama (Ryan ,2017), documentaries (Aljazeera, 2012) and stories haven been made with mobiles (Scott, 2016).
The development of mobile journalism is not limited to those amateurs who are breaking in this new stream
of journalism, but well-experienced journalists from all over the world are holding annual conferences
dedicated to the development of mobile journalism and present their acquired skills and experience to the
public (MoJoCon, 2017). Some of those journalists who are working on both cameras and mobiles, admit that
mobile is a good option when you are in hurry or away from your office, or in a critical situation where you
cannot introduce yourself as a journalist, but they see that it doesn’t mean the traditional way of working can
be replaced by mobile journalism (Shaw, 2016b). Mobile journalism is more effective when it is used for
making media contents for social media, where things are more personal, unofficial, intimate and simple. Most
of the contents on social media that are created by those new journalists are raw and simple. The contents and
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the style are new. A mobile journalist may film himself in a selfie style on the site where accident has occurred
and talk to the audience spontaneously. The contents of material that are created for mobile users may look
different from the style and the contents that are made for TV consumers (Billington, 2013).

Methodology
3.1 The philosophical background of the methodology.
This thesis takes a phenomenological approach to the subject of mobile journalism. Phenomenology can be
explained in two ways: as a disciplinary field in philosophy that is concerned with the structures of experience,
or the study of “phenomena” which are appearances of things as they appear in our experience.
Phenomenology is understood as the historical movement launched in the first half of the twentieth century by
Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, Sartre and others, in which the phenomenology was considered the proper
foundation of all philosophy (Zalta, 2016). Heidegger developed the “hermeneutic phenomenology” which
includes insights from the theory of interpretation: Heidegger claims that we approach matters with preunderstandings. And this is what makes us capable of interpreting, then to examine introductory orientations
that we had before (Dusek, 2006, p.73). Consequently, we come to the notion that defines the phenomenology
not only as a description of an experience, but also as “an interpretive process in which the researcher makes
an interpretation of the meaning of the lived experiences”. (Creswell, 2007, p. 59).
If we look at the main goal of this thesis, it aims to study a phenomenon that deals with an experience of
technology, which is, in our case, the phenomenon of ‘using smartphones in journalism practice’. Sebnem
Cilesiz (Cilesiz, 2011) considers phenomenological research as “systematic approaches” to provide us with a
better understanding of experiences of phenomena, through exploring and describing the structure of that
“lived experience”. She argues that among all other qualitative approaches, “phenomenology has a theoretical
framework and method designed specifically to study lived experiences of phenomena from the perspective of
those who experience them” (Cilesiz, 2011, p. 493).
The phenomenology that we are dealing with in this thesis is the one that is concentrating on the experience
with technology, and more precisely the phenomenon of using technological devices (smartphones).
When it comes to applying phenomenology to technology, we should not exclude the North American
phenomenologist, Don Ihde, who concentrate more on the role of ‘scientific instruments’ during observations.
Many people would use phenomenology of perception as a start point to do the analysis, but what Ihde insists
on is that the scientific perception is mediated by technological devices (Dusek, 2006). He provides a
phenomenological perspective and framework to analyse our experience of technology, assuming a
phenomenological description of several sets of relations between human and technology. One distinguished
set of those relations is what Idle calls “embodiment relations" that depicts our relation with devices we use in
experiencing our daily life and modulates our perception of the world (Tripathi, 2006).
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3.2 Data acquisition and analysis
Now, after we have understood that the aim of the phenomenological approach is to shed light on phenomena
and identify them in the way they are perceived by the individuals in specific situations, it is important to
understand how this influences the thesis’ methods of data collection and analysis. Phenomenology is primarily
concerned with qualitative analysis of rich data through qualitative methods. (Lester, 1999). Sebnem Cilesiz
(Cilesiz, 2011) argues that for different research objectives, different approaches of inquiry are used, but
among all other methods, qualitative methods are more convenient for studying experiences in depth.
An iterative and interpretative method of data collection and analysis is most appropriate to arrive at an
understanding of the ‘essence of the experience’, arriving at a description of “what" was that experience and
“how" did it come about (Creswell, 2007). Accordingly, a qualitative method was chosen in this thesis as it
has the elements that enable the researcher to evaluate, judge and taste (Berger, 2015).
Quantitative methods may be used by many researchers in HCI field. But in the case of this thesis it is more
appropriate to have a qualitative research method that will help to interpret data and come to an evaluation and
explanation of the phenomenon of using mobile in journalism rather than doing a statistical process to validate
a hypothesis or a theory, which is common in qualitative researches (Berger, 2015). Robert Labaree names
two main groups of research methods that are widely used in social science researches; the first group is
the “empirical-analytical group”, in which the researcher deals with questions that can be answered yes or no.
Usually, it uses an existing theory as a ground for generating some hypotheses that need to be verified whether
they are correct or not. The second group -which is used in doing this thesis- is called “interpretative group”,
it concentrates on phenomenon that needs to be understood entirely and in a holistic way. This method focuses
on analysis to disclose the meaning of subjects that are practiced by human, such as what is this that people
do? Why and how they do it in that way? It interprets the variables depending on a subjective knowledge
(Labaree, 2009).

3.3 What qualitative methods and tools are used to collect data and
why?
For collecting data in this thesis, several qualitative methods have been utilized: Auto-ethnography,
observation, interviews and focus group.

3.3.1 Auto-ethnography
Auto-ethnography (or self-investigation), this method has been chosen because it is more favourable to use in
media researches. It helps to study both production and consumption of the media, and allows the researcher
to take part directly in what media audience or media makers are doing and saying (Hansen and Machin, 2013).
In this research, the author thought that he has to investigate that area too since he wanted to understand the
social phenomenon of utilizing smartphones in media organizations. Then auto-ethnography (in cooperation
with observation) is special for this sort of study, such us “media use, effects and production, by viewing them
as one part of people’s lives and the culture they inhabit” (Hansen and Machin, 2013, p. 9). Furthermore,
Jonathan Lazar (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser, 2010) argues that the richness of data that are gained by
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experiencing phenomena of interest directly by the researcher cannot be acquired by any other form of research
approaches (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser, 2010).
As for auto-ethnography the researcher has experienced on using smartphones in filming in several different
situation in both Iraq and Sweden. The researcher tried out making a video with both video camera and then
with a smartphone, to compare between the two different tools in term of quality of the product and the ease
of utilizing and learnability.
One important thing should be taken into consideration when doing auto-ethnography study; we should not
forget about Husserl's concepts, epoche in which the investigators must put their experiences aside, and take
an unbiased perspective on phenomenon being examined as much as possible (Creswell, 2007). Since the
author of this thesis has had a pre-experience in filming on normal video cameras, it was a real challenge to
perform a neutral and unbiased auto-ethnography. The author did this part by using a new different camera
than he used to work on before, which required some time to learn where the new buttons are located and what
are they used for? In addition to the new system of recording; the medium on which the videos are saved on
(from tapes to digital memory cards) and the video system itself (from SD to Full HD and 4K). Concerning
using mobile in filming, we can admit that it is not a new experience for almost all mobile user, we all have
tried somehow to film with our mobiles at least our personal diaries or family activities. But using mobile in a
serious journalist work was something new that the author had never done before.
Another self-investigation was the researcher’s tests and experiments on doing live video streaming on
Facebook, with both mobile and webcam on laptop. Some applications have been used to make a formallooking show like OBS (Open Broadcaster Software), and WireCast software which allow to add background,
text, videos and music to the broadcasting video in real time. In addition to the ability of adding more than one
person to the show in live broadcast via their mobiles or webcams. It has been discovered that the ability of
the show can be increased to have many cameras simultaneously. The author tested up to 5 cameras in one
show, the connection was via Skype application.
The application which was controlling the live show and broadcasting it to the Facebook was running on the
laptop.

This work can be done on a smartphone via a few apps, but it was hard to find a sufficient app. Despite of the
claims in a paper written by Akemi Tazaki (Tazaki, 2006) and presented by Interaction Design Institute of
Ivrea-Italy about a project and an application called InstantShareCam, supposed to relate a group of users with
each other while shooting an event simultaneously using their mobile cameras and co-directing the coverage
in real time (Tazaki, 2006). But the application, that was presented in the project and found on Google Play
store, was just a prototype used to share pre-recorded videos. However, there are now a few applications on
Apple store (e.g. Teradex) working on both iPhone and iPad to switch between two (up to 4) camera in live
broadcast. The author tested the application on iPad and it looked to be a good solution for live video broadcast
from several mobile cameras at the same time.
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3.3.2 Observation
Croucher & Cronn in their book of “Understanding Communication Research Methods” (Croucher and CronnMills, 2014) talk about what so called “participation observation” and describe it as a backbone of the social
science researches, because it requires observing and learning about the culture by taking part in the culture’s
setting rather than watching it from outside. In this way, the level of the participation exceeds from a simple
observation to a level where you become a part of the culture (Croucher and Cronn-Mills, 2014). The author,
who was participating in a training course in the city of Erbil in Kurdistan region, Northern Iraq, took the
advantage of that opportunity to observe the participants using both professional cameras and smartphones in
making some videos that are suitable for news and TV broadcasting.
The observed group: Ten persons, aged 20-35 persons training on using cameras and smartphones in making
news for TV.
Date and place: 25-30 March 2017. Erbil. Iraqi Kurdistan.
The organizer: Rudaw Research Centre in cooperation with Al Jazeera Media Institute.
Reasons: It was a good opportunity for the author to participate in that training course and observe the
participants while developing their skills and learning how to work as cameramen. The most significant
side of that observation was when the participants applied what they had learned in the course to the
practice of using smartphones in filming.
Main Insights: Most of the participants were new with no previous experience in shooting, others had some
kind of practical experience. The researcher observed their progress in learning new skills about using
cameras for making TV news. Then, after they had learned and worked on professional cameras, they
were ordered to go out and practice
what they have learned one time on
professional cameras and another
time on smartphones, in both tasks
they were ordered to shoot a raw
video suitable for making a piece of
news for TV. The most interesting
thing in this observation was the
opportunity to compare
between
using a professional camera and then
a smartphone by the same users. They
first learned how to work on camera,
Figure 2. Observation of practicing mobile journalism
then how to adapt the standard rules
and principles for professional video recordings - that are necessary for video shooting- and how
successful they could apply those standards to the use of smartphone (See figure 2). This included
choosing the best view angles, taking different sizes of the shots (close shot, medium, long, overshoulders, etc.) the movement of the camera (zoom in-out, tilt down-up, pan left-right, etc.). They were
also able to apply standard techniques related to the interviews, such as the position of the interviewee
and the position of the interviewer, how to use an external microphone with the smartphone to improve
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the quality of the audio, and many other things that seemed hard to do using a smartphone. The
practitioners were able to find solutions to overcome all those difficulties.
It was interesting to notice that the participants were not self-confident when they were left on their own
to film with professional cameras. Many buttons on the camera were unfamiliar and they found it difficult
to adjust the settings. Most of them preferred to put the camera on the auto setting mode to avoid using
those buttons. Comparing that to a smartphone, no one asked about the settings and configurations of
mobile’s camera. They seemed to be familiar with everything. Another problem was how to carry all that
heavy equipment while walking from a spot to another. Although they were working in groups but they
still had difficulties to hold the camera and other devices properly and also to keep them safe. In contrary
to mobile case, they went to do their tasks with their smartphones in their pockets. Just like going out for
an ordinary walking. No heavy equipment no worries about keeping the equipment safe. Mounting the
camera to the tripod correctly was another problem for them; they couldn’t learn to retain the balance of
the tripod easily, some of them would tighten the bolts of the tripod hardly that would prevent them to
move camera in up-down or left-right directions, others would loosen them too much that would make
the camera unstable and fall down all the way. Comparing this to mobile, no one preferred to use a tripod
with smartphone. They managed soon to film a variety of shot styles by holding mobile with their bare
hands. Moving the mobile, while recording videos, seemed to be easier than moving the camera on the
tripod, and that helped to shoot moving shots by mobile easier than using a camera with a tripod. The
task that took 3-4 hours to be finished using a traditional camera was completed with mobile in 15-30
minutes. Partly, this was because each one of them used his own mobile, while three persons had to share
one camera. However, there is still a huge gap in spending time between both cases. After completing the
task with cameras, the teams looked very exhausted, while in case of mobile they completed their task
without getting tired. Finally, before the students could go on the streets to work with professional
cameras, the organizers of the training course needed to get a permission from the security authorities,
while that permission was not needed in case of shooting with smartphones.
The majority of the participants said that they felt more comfortable using mobiles, while the task with
camera was accompanied by some kind of stress, anxiety and fear of not completing the task as required.
Nevertheless, some of them confessed that with a small smartphone in their hands they felt that they
didn’t acquire the prestige and consideration that they got while using big professional cameras, which
was an issue in particularly when conducting interviews.

3.3.3 Focus groups
Focus groups can also be considered as a fruitful method of studying audiences. Firstly, people being
interviewed in focus groups make sense of mediated communication, conversation and interaction in a very
similar way that we have conversations in our daily life, that means in more comfortable and natural way, the
second reason is that focus groups allow the researcher to spare cost and time by interviewing a large number
of people at the same time (Hansen and Machin, 2013). The goal of conducting focus groups in this thesis was
to gather a mixed group of new journalists who are working in different media institutions in one session,
where they can give more information while answering each question. Participants may help each other to
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remember more information, and encourage each other to speak up and open new aspects of the topic being
discussed.
The focus group: A group of 6 young journalists (aged 18-30) who are working in different media institutions
in northern Iraq.
Date & Place: 04 April 2017. Duhok, Kurdistan region, Iraq
The reasons: Some of them worked in risky areas covering news about war on ISIS in Mosul city, northern
Iraq.
The main subjects of discussions: Using smartphones in different media works; TV, radio, newspaper and
social media. The pros and cons of mobile journalism. The security and privacy aspects of using
smartphones. How far people trust in news covered by citizen-journalists? In what situations does a
mobile work better than a camera?
Main insights: As a general communication device,
mobile is a very important tool for
journalists and media institutions. The first
generation of cellphones has already helped
journalists to progress their work by
providing ubiquitous connections that
enabled journalists to contact news
resources easily and have an instant
connection with their gathering news rooms.
The contribution of the mobile in journalism
has witnessed a great development and
growth with the arrival of the new Figure 3. A focus group session with 6 journalists from
Kurdistan region, Iraq.
generations of smartphones. That is because
of the new technology and tools available in the new smartphones. Some participants in the group
admitted that their smartphones have been alternatives to laptops since they are able to write and edit text,
take photos, shoot videos, and share or publish the contents they want instantly. Even when the
smartphone is not used as a stand-alone tool, it plays an active role in combination with other equipment
used in journalism work. For the participant who was working in the listening department in radio
(gathering news from other agencies and news channels) smartphone has made his job easier, now he can
perfume his work from wherever he exists, otherwise he would have to spend hours in the office changing
between TV and radio channels using satellite receivers. Those who are working in radio mentioned
another advantage of smartphone, they use it for recording voice interviews, then edit them and send them
to the main station via email, or uploading the interviews on a server. Instead of old transmission devices,
they are now broadcasting live events by smartphones. Many times, it happened that while they are on
the way (home or work) they run across some events (demonstrations, protests, natural disasters, etc.) and
broadcasted it immediately via smartphones. For the external reporter (Those who are covering news
outside the radio station) it had been possible to do all the work outside and from home with no need to
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return to the station after each work, as long as they can record the voice, cut it, send it in time and make
live broadcast if needed.
For those who were working in TV, it was not much different. One correspondent in the group explained
how his smartphone made it easier for him to write the text of a report and send it to the assignment
section in TV, and get the answer quickly while he is still on the site. Then in many cases he turns to be
a cameraman, he takes videos with his smartphone and uses it later in his VTs. Lately he learned to work
on some video editing apps available in the smartphone, he can now edit his own TV reports and send
them to the station as one ready piece to be broadcasted, this way is very effective when the working
team is away and cannot reach to the main station easily. Not everyone is able to make a TV report,
especially with a smartphone, but definitely all those people who are working in TV can make at least a
one-minute raw video of any breaking and urgent event happening in front of them. This is also true for
citizen-journalists and ordinary people, almost every smartphone user can take some videos, and this is
important for a TV if the videos were about an important event and reached to the news gathering room
at time. One participant -who is a cameraman- gave an example about depending on non-journalist
persons to get news where journalists are not allowed to work; when all the world media were focusing
on Kobani city in northern Syria in 2014, just before it was about to fall under ISIS’s control, a delegation
of Iraqi Kurdistan parliamentarians visited the besieged city where journalists were not allowed to follow
them. He asked one of those parliamentarians to shoot some videos of the visit with his own smartphone.
Later, those videos were given to the cameraman, and were sent to the TV immediately as breaking news
before any other TV could get videos of that visit. Generally speaking, they use smartphone mostly in
breaking news, when pictures have to be sent as fast as possible and quality is less important. Mobiles
can provide a logistic support for professional equipment, when the microphone of the camera is not
working, or cables cannot be used in a situation, mobile can be used as a remote microphone, the voice
can be added to the video later in editing process. When authorities closed a TV office in the city and
prevented the correspondents and cameramen from working in the studio, they continued working from
their home and appeared on the TV using their mobiles as activists, they also kept sending videos and
pictures taken by their mobiles and the authorities could not prevent them of using their mobiles at home
or on streets. Some journalists claimed that they can work alone depending on their smartphones and do
everything they need to make their video report ready to be broadcasted (the notion of complete
journalist). Particular groups on WhatsApp, Viber and other instant messengers are created for local
journalists to discuss, inform each other, and exchange information about ongoing events in the area, and
also for political and governmental institutions to invite journalists in case of press conferences or other
events. Other groups of WhatsApp are made for connecting the journalists of one media institution with
each other, these groups are playing the role of news gathering rooms, where all the journalists are aware
of the workflow.
The participants in the focus group showed no worries concerning data and information security in
smartphones. Some of them stated that they trust in iPhone over Android–based smartphones because it
is almost impossible to crack its security code. They gave some examples; the battle between CIA and
Apple over unlocking the iPhone’s code (Zetter, 2016), and also the case of assassinating Russia's
ambassador in Turkey, experts from Russia came to help Turkish authorities to unlock the assassinator’s
iPhone 4s (Lieberman, 2016). They also claimed that it would be possible to destroy data remotely in case
of theft or confiscation. One of the participants raised the worries about depending entirely on mobile in
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saving data, ideas, and work plan, because it happened to him that he dropped his mobile and lost all his
ideas and planning for a full season TV program. Others suggested that cloud-computing can be a solution
to save data and access them from another device. The trust of the news that is generated by citizenjournalists was another aspect of the discussion in this group. The participants argued that smartphones
may help fake news to be spread quickly through social media, it may be a false Twitter or a Facebook
post due to impersonation when someone pretends to be a famous politician or a trustful personality to
publish false information in purpose of fraud or misleading information. (John H. Johnson has a wide
definition of what is considered to be a fake news, it could be: “News that is entirely false, News that is
slanted and biased, Pure propaganda, Stories that misinterpret and misuse data, Imprecise and sloppy
reporting” (Hill, 2018, p. 47)).
They didn’t hide that they are struggling in confirming and verifying news sent by ordinary people.
However, they discussed several ways in which they can assess such information before adopting it and
using it in their own reporting. For example, by reviewing the provider’s account on social media, or the
telephone number, asking the provider to join the live news via voice or video, or contact some other
persons in the same area to ensure if a certain event had happened or not. Finally, they would sometimes
wait until they got other videos of the same event, from a second source. Despite all these strategies of
confirming, it remains hard to depend on news coming from unknown sources.

3.3.4 Interviews
Interviews are one of the most fundamental and important methods used by researchers to get necessary
information that cannot be acquired by observations. Interviews enable the researcher to have a deep
conversation with informants who are knowledgeable about the subject (Berger, 2015). Among the three
common types of the interviews, structured-interviews, semi-structured and unstructured-interviews (Croucher
and Cronn-Mills, 2014), the author has chosen the second type, semi-structured interviews, which are more
appropriate to fulfil the purposes of this thesis. Structured interviews are restricted to the number of the
questions, making it difficult to handle situations where the interviewee provides short and specific answers
that need more explanation. Unstructured interviews are useful when the topic is allowed to emerge during
the interview. But they run the risk of losing focus on the core of the topic if they are not well controlled. The
interviews used in this research were semi structured and also formal, pre-organized in term of time and
location.
The researcher has conducted nine interviews with filmmakers, reporters, correspondents, beginners, citizenjournalists, managers and others people who are working in media field.
Interview 1
Interviewee: Ako Mohammed, Chief Executive Officer at Rudaw Media Network. (www.rudaw.net/english)
Date & Place: 29 March 2017. Erbil. Kurdistan region. Iraq.
Reasons: Rudaw is a famous Kurdish media network in Iraqi Kurdistan, the network has TV, radio, newspaper
and digital portal that cover the news mainly in Middle East in different languages.
Main insights:
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Mr. Ako argued that new media depends mainly on the development of communication technology,
which has made it easy for any
individual to enter the world of media
and journalism even though in a
simple way at the beginning. This
phenomenon is not related to a
certain region or country, it is a
global phenomenon. Sometimes we
see a video taken by an individual has
become not only a headline on CNN
TV but also the main topic in whole
Figure 4. Interview with Ako Mohammed, Chief Executive Officer
the country. Speed besides the
at Rudaw Media Network. Erbil, Iraqi Kurdistan
accuracy have a big role in making
news important. If we cannot deliver the news to the audience at the time, they will turn to social media
to look for some other sources to get what they are looking for faster. They cannot wait for us to evaluate
and edit the news before broadcasting.
Broadcasting news in social media is faster than airing it on TV. He gave an example of our interview
that it could be published directly after it is done, but if it has to be broadcasted on TV, it would need
time for reviewing and editing before it could be ready to go on air.
Smartphones are competing with radios and TVs, people are using their smartphones to consume news,
they don’t like to go to a kiosk to buy a newspaper or sit down in a room to watch TV, they want to have
news closed to them, on their mobiles, This is why we raised the slogan “we will put the news in your
pockets” at the inception of our broadcast, we meant by that we are closer to you and will make our news
available on the screens of your smartphones.
The smartphones are promoting for news, in former times people were watching news in certain times
when they had time to sit in front of a TV screen. These days, with mobiles in their hands, they are
following the events and news step by step and second by second.
The increasing in the size of mobile's screen helped to be a good alternative to computers, tablets and
TVs, with extra room in the screens it is now possible to read news and watch TV shows or doing some
works that was only possible to do on computers.
We aim to take our cameras to wherever events occur, but this is a hard task of course. No TV channel
can afford to have a cameraman or a correspondent in every city and town around the world. But social
media is the network that has achieved this goal, it has cameras everywhere. And this is the secret behind
people’s addiction to social media. The challenge for TVs now is how to use social media in their own
interest. Social media is distributing videos more than all news agencies around the world. Despite the
efforts to confirm the credibility of videos coming from social media by citizen-journalists, we cannot
ignore them totally. Not only TVs can’t stay away from social media but official institutions too, as an
example, the White House decided to open an official account on Snapchat beside Twitter and Facebook!
Why? Because they realized that new generation is interested in Snapchat more than Twitter and
Facebook, and they don’t want to stay away from the young generation.
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The quality that are provided by new smartphones are good enough to be used in TV, some of the new
journalists are making reports and news by their smartphones in a way that it is hard to distinguish
between the video done by a mobile and the one done by a professional camera.
He admitted that mobile journalism has helped them to find some mobile journalists working secretly in
areas where their TV channel is banned from work, in Iran for example, they have some citizens in
different cities who are sending videos and news using their smartphones. The same thing is true in
northern Syria, where they can cover news depending on some mobile journalists.
He also revealed that they are intending to make a social news bulletin that would be dedicated to the
news done by individuals in the way they prefer to make their own stories. The aim is to encourage people
to work as mobile journalists and spread the culture of journalism among them. Sometimes when they
want to make news more interactive and offer an opportunity for people to interact, react or give a
feedback about a news, they put it on their social pages, people feel more comfortable to interact in an
informal way on social media, unlike the TV where news is presented in an official framework.
He indicated that they have different news versions for different media platforms. For social media they
have some kind of broadcasting that is not available on TV, the nature of the news presented on social
media differs from those made for TV.
Whenever they want to have a quick feedback from the audience about a specific news, they put it on the
social media to let people comment and interact with it in their own way.
About how they confirming the credibility of news arriving from social media and individuals, he said
that they take this issue seriously, it is hard to confirm the videos in all cases, but if the video is coming
from an area that we know and recognize, and if it is possible to contact with other sources to confirm
the event, then we do that. If we cannot confirm we explain that to the audience, sometimes it happened
that a video turned out to be a fake. In such a case, we have the courage to apologize to our audience. In
general, we don’t rely on videos that are showing personal or private affairs of a personality. We focus
on news that are public and of general concerns like floods, fire, earthquake, protests and other issues that
are not hard to be confirmed by more than one source.
Mr. Ako raised no concerns about the future of traditional media, he expected a bigger role of smartphone
in media with the arrival of new technology, and that will change the way in which news are made and
presented, but he didn’t believe that this will eliminate the role of traditional media.
He explained the role of smartphones in making the process of gathering news easier, especially from
areas with serious risks and high tensions. They are using a smartphone application called “LiveU” on
their employees’ smartphones to make them able to broadcast videos using their mobile telephones from
wherever internet can be accessed.
He mentioned other usage of smartphones than video and live broadcast, their work groups in news
gathering and other sections are connected to each other via smartphones. Where they have discussions,
making decision and arguing about news, without being gathered in one room or place. He sees this way
of grouping is more effective than the traditional way, because all members of a group are available online
whenever and wherever they are, they can always attend the online meetings.
At last he assumed that they cannot keep mobiles away from their work. Because it is not only used for
making calls, it is now a tool for taking videos, surfing internet, editing news, and administering groups.
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This doesn’t mean that if mobile disappeared then they will stop working, but definitely the work will
turn to become harder.
Interviews 2
Interviewee: Hemin Lihony, Head of Digital Media in Rudaw Network.
(www.rudaw.net/english).
Date & place: 30 March 2017. Erbil, Kurdistan region, Iraq.
Reasons: He is the responsible of the digital media in Rudaw Media Network who is supervising and managing
different versions of the digital portal in different languages, in addition to all the accounts and pages of
Rudaw network on many different platforms of social media.
Main Insights: Hemin is using his smartphone to
administrate the digital portal with all other
social media accounts of Rudaw Media
Network. He is carrying out most of the work
outside the office, as smartphone made him
capable of working almost anywhere. He is
using his iPhone to control, modify and edit all
parts and sections of the Rudaw digital portal
(rudaw.net) with all other related social media
pages. The unrestricted and ubiquitous access to
Figure 5. Interview with Hemin Lihony, Head of
the digital portal has facilitated to keep the
Digital Media in Rudaw Network
website updated with latest news, and become
one of the most visited and viewed website in the region.
Lihony said that when they first launched their digital portal online, only 30% of the viewers were using
smartphones. But now that number reached to 80-90%. His team members depend on their smartphones
to monitor and administrate all parts of the digital media and social accounts of their network. That is
because smartphones gave them the ability to work from home, or any other place in the range of internet
access. He said that he is not sitting in an office to work, his work can be done from everywhere. He
gave an example; if it happened that he is on his way home and an important event occurred, he can take
photos or videos, write the news and publish it on their digital portal immediately, everything is done in
minutes with no need to go back to the office.
According to him, not only journalists like him are depending on mobile in creating news, but also, the
consumers of the news are mostly depending on their smartphones to receive the news that can be from
TV stream, digital portals or from social networks. According to some statics form their own digital
portal, only about 10% of the visitors and reviews are using laptops or desktops.
When Lihony was asked if he would prefer to have a special version of smartphone that is designed for
journalistic work, he said that what is good for ordinary people is good for him too. He didn’t think that
there would be a special mobile for journalism. It is important for people to know that they have the same
tool that journalists have and they also can do a good job with their smartphones. But he thought that
mobile companies may try to improve the industry of smartphones after they had realized that mobiles
are used in journalistic work widely.
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He thinks that everyone who owns a mobile can work as a journalist from his area. In Arab-spring
uprisings we noticed that thousands of people with smartphones turned into journalists. It does not matter
if they consider themselves as mobile journalists or not, everyone who published a video or a photo or an
information about the protest was playing the role of a journalist. Lihony said that most of their employees
have got training courses on using mobile in journalism, so that they could be ready to make news if
needed.
Lihony is one of those journalists who trust in iPhone’s security of data, he thinks people and governments
cannot reach to the data protected by codes in an iPhone. However, he thinks the journalist’s data are not
of that privacy to be worry about if it is not related to the areas where journalism is forbidden. In those
areas a journalist has to be cautious not to connect his mobile to local networks or internet unless he
needed to send data.
At the end of the interview, Lihony said that when they say a high percentage of their visitors are using
smartphones, it doesn’t mean that people are not watching TV via satellites, people are still watching
their favourite programs on TV screen. In an area like Kurdistan the internet is not very strong nor cheap
to watch films and TV shows for hours. It is still for reviewing quick and short contents.
Interview 3
Interviewee: Montaser Marai, a journalist and filmmaker in Al Jazeera Media Network.
Date & place: 19 April 2017. From Doha. Qatar via voice chat.
Reasons: Mr. Marai has worked on developing mobile journalism with a team of journalists in Al Jazeera. He
participated in preparing the guidebook “Mobile Journalism”, published by Aljazeera Media Institute in
2016.
A member of MoJoCon, Mobile Journalism Conference, an International Media Conference held
annually by Ireland's National Television and Radio Broadcaster (RTE).
Main insights: Mr. Marai thinks that the advert of smartphones alongside with other digital technologies and
Wi-Fi networks has contributed in making dramatically changes in the profession of journalism. It helped
the journalists to cover big events and news in critical areas with no need to big and expensive cameras,
no need to a beam of connected cables, and no need of spending big amounts of money on broadcasting
videos via satellite connections.
Mr. Marai thinks that using mobile in journalism is not something new, but started when first mobile
cellphones were invented, when it became possible for journalists to make phone calls from everywhere
and contact news sources and stay in connection with their institutions.
But the big change, that was considered as a revolution in journalism work, took place when it became
possible to take videos and to have connection to internet. Every new generation of a mobile made a new
revolution by bringing new technology and higher quality to the TV production.
New smartphones, unlike the previous generations, don’t need to transfer the contents into a computer to
be edited, they have the ability to edit videos, add voice-over, text and send the edited version of the video
to the main station. But what is more important is that they can work as a SNG (Satellite News Gathering,
the system that is transmitting live videos via satellite).
In the past, it was necessary for a journalist to arrive on site in order to tell the story for the audience.
Even though if other people arrived to the site before him, it was impossible for them to make the news
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because they were lacking the necessary technology for making news. But now the situation is totally
different, whoever reaches first can make the news before others arrive, because everyone has the tool to
make news, which is the smartphone. It is not very important for urgent and breaking news to obtain high
quality videos or photos. In this cause any piece of video or a photo may convey the message. The good
side in mobile journalism is that not only a journalist can make news easily, but he asks other (friends,
colleagues, volunteers) to participate in making news by providing him with pictures or information from
areas where he cannot reach on time.
Mr. Marai raised another issue; the people are not using smartphones only to create news but rather to
consume news, that means media and news institutions have to think of making new contents of news
that are suitable for smartphone users, in a different style and shape, because there is a difference between
watching a video on a smartphone with a small screen and a video made to be watched on big TV screen.
As an example, the font sizes for the text on the video or the orientation of the screen may differ depending
on the device used for watching.
The arriving of the massive number of videos from social media created another challenging task for the
journalist, besides looking on the ground for making his own stories, he has to search in the contents that
have been pumped into the social media and choose what serve his story.
Mr. Marai stated that in his TV Al Jazeera they are now training their journalists on using new media and
particularly mobile journalism. The aim, as he explained, is to transfer the traditional journalists into the
modern journalism. That doesn’t mean we are going to abandon the traditional media but rather to make
an integration between the new and the old media. Because if a media institution is unable to pass to the
age of digital and modern technology, it is going to be kicked out of the competition. The future is for the
new media and the world is changing at a high speed.
Other goal of that training is to avoid the difficulty of taking heavy equipment and devices to risky areas.
With only a smartphone in his pocket, a journalist is able to move freely and to reach to the areas easily,
besides, the quality provided by a smartphone is not very different than a big camera. Another goal is to
protect the journalist from being arrested and attacked in the areas where journalists are not allowed or
targeted. Mobile journalism enables the freelancer journalists to support themselves financially, they
don’t need a big budget to buy expensive tools and devices, all they need is a smartphone with several
accessories to produce well accepted reports and news.
Concerning the credibility of the news made by ordinary people, Mr. Marai admitted that a professional
journalist may have a better education, experience, and has commitment to respect the ethics and follow
the principles of journalism. But on the other hand, the citizen-journalist is more spontaneous and may
have more credibility and simplicity to convey the message without editorial policies and red-lines.
Consequently, this may make his story of news more acceptable than formal journalists.
About protecting the people who are working for Al Jazeera in dangerous areas, he confirmed that they
are not encouraging people to put their life on risks for obtaining breaking news, the problem is that they
are lacking the important health and life insurance or rights protection. He asserted that they are working
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with other media networks at international conferences to collect those citizen-journalists in entities and
recognize them as journalists with full rights.
He claimed that, in his channel, they treat those who are working for them or cooperating with them as
citizen-journalists, as official journalists in their TV. In spite of not being employed officially, but when
they need help and support, they get it.
Mr. Marai believes that professional journalist must try to present news in a new style and template. In
new media, a professional may make news in the style of an amateur, this is not considered as a waiver
or giving up, who said journalism should stayed in rigid mould with no change?
In the other side, he thinks an amateur should not worry if he cannot make news like professionals, he
has to work in his own style, and the new media is not related to a certain mould.
In response to a question whether the mobile has affected negatively on their work after it has been
possible for them to work outside the working hours or not, he thought that in contrary, mobile has made
it easier for them to follow up the updates of news and fix things in seconds, this would have taken hours
to be fixed without mobile phone.
Interview 4
Interviewee: Ibrahim Selman. A Kurdish-Dutch freelancer
writer and filmmaker. (www.ibrahimselman.nl)
Date & place: 10 April 2017. From Amsterdam, Netherlands
via voice chat.
Reasons: Mr. Selman has worked since 1970s as an actor and
filmmaker. He has directed several films for cinema and
TV. Lately he has shot a documentary film in Iraqi
Kurdistan called” Only the memories remain”, many
parts of the documentary have been filmed by himself
using a smartphone.

Figure 6. Ibrahim Selman. A free-lancer Dutch
writer and film maker

Main insights:
Mr. Selman is working in film making industry for twenty-two years as a writer, director and producer,
but he had never worked as a cameraman before. In all his previous works, he was hiring cameramen
from cinema production companies. Recently, he has discovered that new versions of smartphones are
powerful enough to be used in shooting documentaries films. He soon realized that he can depend on
himself in filming, editing, writing and directing his own films. Thus, he solved the problem of funding
his own projects. He thinks that he can work now without paying money for media products companies
to hire expensive equipment, cameramen, and other technical crews.
This idea came to his mind after he owned an iPhone 6, he started filming children and some family
activities and parties. Then he realized that the quality of the video is good enough to be used for TV
productions. In 2016 he went to visit his relatives in Iraqi Kurdistan, an area full of stories and events that
could be made into films. Thus, he took his smartphone with some accessories, a handy stand with an
external microphone.
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Mr. Selman explains the advantage of this decision that he made by saying he is now moving freely
without being followed by a cameraman. He can take his smartphone with him to everywhere, it is easy
to handle and use. It doesn’t need to get licenses of shooting or transporting equipment between countries.
He remembers that when he was taking a camera with him in one of his previous visits, the customs in
the airport seized the camera and didn’t release it but after a few days.
He feels now that he doesn’t have to get prepared and assign a certain time for going to shoot. Working
on mobile doesn’t need more than seconds to be ready and shoot the sudden events that happens in front
of you. Going to work is now very similar to going for a walk. You take nothing with you but your
smartphone and your ideas, then you are ready to make your stories.
He talked about one of his experiences when he wanted to shoot videos in the downtown without being
noticed by anyone, to capture the movements of the crowds, he put the mobile upside-down in his front
pocket, so that he could shoot the video while walking around.
The last film he made was shot with both camera and iPhone. The camera work was done by a company
that he had a contract with before. But many parts of the film were shot with iPhone by himself (See
figure 7). He thinks there is no big difference between the qualities in both cases.
About how easily he could learn to shot with
smartphone in a professional way, he sees that most
of the configurations and settings can be done in
auto mode with good results, even if you want to
work with manual settings, it is very easy to do that
in smartphones. Besides that, he prefers a style of
work that depends on stable and still shots with
minimum action and movement, which is a suitable
style to be shot by smartphones.
He intends to shoot his next movie entirely with a
smartphone. After he had known the possibility of
Figure 7. Ibrahim Selman, shooting his film "Only the
memories remain" in Iraqi Kurdistan, 2016
using mobile in all situations and positions with the
help of some accessories, he can attach the
smartphone on a car, use selfie stick to shot yourself, use stabilized stand to walk and shoot as if you were
using a track or slide.
He admitted that it is hard to find producer who can invest thousands of dollars in producing films. But
now with a low budget he can convey the same messages and notions to his audience.
Smartphones can be used in TV productions perfectly, but as for cinema he confessed that there are more
techniques and accessories needed before we could use smartphones in cinema productions. However, he
expects that this is not impossible to do with smartphone in near future.
Mr. Selman said that he is using smartphone not only for making films, but also for writing his books and
novels, he uses it for capturing ideas and poems that he writes. Besides, he is depending on smartphone
for following and consuming news and watching his favourite shows.
There are risks of losing all your data if you don’t back up them in external storage. A smartphone can
be lost, stolen or taken from you by force at any time.
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At the end of the interview Mr. Selman showed no worries regarding the concerns about turning
smartphones to be alternative to cameras, TV set, radios, or the type of media and journalism, He gave
the theatre as an example, when first cinema and movies appeared, some people expected that will be the
end of the theatre. But now after more than 100 years, the theatre is still surviving, the same thing is true
about newspapers, radios, and TV. New mediums and styles are coming but the old mediums are still
there and have their own audience.
Interview 5
Interviewee: Hoger Silevaney – a freelance journalist lives in Sweden and a former presenter in Waar TV.
(waarmedia.com/english)
Date & place: 20 April 2017. Stockholm, Sweden, via voice chat.
Reasons: He has worked as a show presenter in various TVs in Kurdistan, northern Iraq. Now, he is living in
Sweden and has his own show on his page on Facebook. Hoger is an example of those successful
journalists who have left media stations and chosen social media alternatively.
Main insights: Hoger thinks he doesn’t need to be related to a certain TV or media station in order to be able
to reach to his audience. Now, depending on his smartphone, he is making live shows on his page on
Facebook (facebook.com/hogersilevaney), he says smartphones and internet have given him the ability
to continue presenting his show with more freedom. In his new show, he encourages the audience to join
him in a live broadcast using their smartphones. A smartphone, according to Hoger, represents a whole
TV station with studio, editing room, newsgathering room, satellite communication department, etc.
Hoger says that in spite of receiving offers from some Kurdish channels offering jobs opportunities for
him to work for them from Sweden, he prefers to present his own show on Facebook, where he is freer
and can say whatever he wants and focus on the issues the way he likes. He needs nothing more than a
smartphone and an internet connection to go live and be watched by thousands of his fans and viewers.
In every show he can easily convince the stakeholders and the viewers to join him on his show by simply
calling them and ask them to open their cameras. The unofficial and spontaneous nature of the show
encourages people to join the program and share their opinions and point of view with others. Hoger is
not presenting his show only from home, perhaps he does that while traveling on train, by car or wherever
he can have internet connection. He asserts that without smartphones it wouldn’t be possible for him to
present a successful show. According to him most of his viewers are using their smartphones to watch
his programmes and shows. Hoger doesn’t hide his fear of facing difficulties and failure at the inception
of his new work, because he was aware of all the work behind the scenes to make a successful TV show,
like preparing text, cameras, lighting, playing videos during the show and receiving telephone calls and
live videos. But later he discovered that he can do all these works alone in many times, and sometimes
with the help of some friends who are joining him online from some other countries. Hoger gives a good
comparison between working in a TV station and working on social media using his smartphone. He
surprisingly discovered that he can be a presenter, producer, director and cameraman at the same time!
Hoger thinks that the quality of video in his show programme is depending on the strength of internet
connection. But the quality is not a big issue if we take in the consideration that most of those viewers
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are using a smartphone screen to watch the show. Even a standard resolution of videos will be suitable
for smartphones, besides, the messages and the ideas they want to convey are more important than the
quality of the video itself. Although, you have the options to choose a higher quality, but a normal quality
is working good for him as his targeted audience is mainly from Middle East, where most countries have
relatively weak internet connections.
Away from live show, Hoger is filming a series of social programmes, some parts were filmed in Iraq
and others are filmed in Sweden by using a smartphone. The series will be broadcasting on his account
on social media soon. Concerning misusing the freedom that smartphones give to individuals and the
privacy violation resulted from that, Hoger describes that as a big problem in mobile journalism.
Individuals are publishing videos of others in social media without their permits. In TVs there is a control
and censorship department which is playing a good role in reducing violating other’s privacy, but on
social media, controlling these issues is difficult matter, every individual has the ability to publish videos
on social media platforms, and it is hard to control the contents of those videos which may abuse others
or violate their rights. Despite this negative side, Hoger thinks the pros of this phenomenon are much
more than the cons. Smartphones have saved many people from being abused, or persecuted by others
after the victims succeeded to film the abusers or those who persecuted them. He gave an example: when
a prisoner managed to get a smartphone in the jail and go live on Facebook showing his tortured body.
The video went viral on the social media and the result was an investigation by the authorities to his case
and then was freed a few days later. “Smartphones help to discover the corruptions that are done by the
doctors, teachers, governors, etc” Hoger stated.
Interview 6
Interviewee: Muthaffar Almulla – A new mobile journalist and activist on social media.
Date & Place: 10 June 2017. Erbil, Kurdistan region, Iraq, via voice chat.
Reasons: He is one of those new journalists who started his journalistic work using smartphone. He uses his
smartphone in taking photos, videos, writing text, editing video and uploading the video on the social
pages.
Main insights: Muthaffar gives good examples about how a new journalist can work for media institutions
without working inside the institution or using their devices and equipment. Depending on his own
smartphone, he can make news whenever he goes and is able to make good reports for TV in a very short
time compared to working with a professional TV crew. He thinks that mobile has given him the ability
to work independently with no need to any kind of help from others, with some extra accessories now he
is able to film his own self, make good interviews and shoot videos of good quality. After participating
in a training course for preparing TV reporters, he decided to put what he had learned from the course
into practice. He didn’t need to buy an expensive camera and other devices to begin his work. Instead,
he started filming with his smartphone. After several attempts, he was able to master it. Later, he decided
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to go a step further and enhance the quality of audio and video, thus he purchased some accessories from
online stores (see figure 8).
The training course and the practice on smartphones helped him to work as a complete journalist.
Muthaffar explains that it was not
difficult for him to master the process
of filming and editing videos with
smartphone. He started with playing
with some free applications for editing
videos, later he decided to get some
paid apps and enhanced applications
online. Muthaffar says that he had
some
familiarity
with
using
smartphone’s camera before, but after Figure 8. The accessories used by Muthaffar Almulla.
participating in the training course, he
learned how to use smartphone in a better way to make good stories and reports. He started making some
stories and published them on his account on Facebook, now he works semi-officially for the Kurdish
version of Al Jazeera page on Facebook network (Aljazeera Kurd).
Muthaffar visits his friends in Al Jazeera office in Erbil, and sees how journalists and correspondents are
working in a traditional way. Comparing his way of working with his friends’ way in the office, he thinks
that he works very fast and freely. After taking videos on the site, he chooses a relatively calm corner to
edit the video and record the voice-over, and in half an hour everything became ready for publishing on
Facebook while his friends spending hours to work in the traditional way before their report is ready for
TV.
Muthaffar accompanies his colleagues in Al Jazeera TV when they go out to make news and reports, but
he works independently and use only his smartphone to make his own version of the report for Aljazeera
– Kurd page. He travels to risky and dangerous areas to make interesting stories like Mosul city in
northern Iraq which has been liberated from ISIS lately. When we asked him about the difficulties he
faces in his work, he replied that working with smartphones is not as difficult as working with big
cameras. People rarely notice that I am working as a journalist, therefore no one bother me or threatens
me. He explained this more by giving an example of how police prevented the cameraman from taking
videos of a street in Mosul with the big camera on his shoulder, while they let Muthaffar to shoot the
same street with his smartphone, that is because they didn’t care about someone using his smartphone on
the streets of Mosul.
For securing his data, he uses iPhone in which he trusts to be a safe and secure device. Then he has some
other options to back up the data when moving to dangerous areas where journalists may get kidnapped
or arrested. He uses cloud computing to upload short fragments of videos in case of losing his iPhone.
He alleged to be able to erase all his private and personal data from his iPhone remotely in case of losing
or confiscation. Muthaffar complains about the quality of the accessories available online, he has tried
many of them but they cannot stand for a long time. The battery draining is another problem he faces.
The power banks he found in the market were not original and don’t last for a long time.
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Lastly, he seemed to be optimist about the future of engaging mobile phones in journalism. He believes
that a smartphone will play a bigger role in the journalism, not only in TV but in all other fields of
journalism. If the increasing development of the technology in smartphones continue in this fast pace, we
may have very powerful smartphones in the near future that will be alternative for all other devices used
in media industry. He hoped that news institutions will put aside their fear of adopting smartphone in
their work, and they should make opportunity for their journalists to work on smartphones and they will
realize soon how much money, effort and time they can save and spare.
Interview 7
Interviewee: Amin Mosully (a given name). A new cameraman from Mosul. Iraq
Date & Place: 1 July 2017. Erbil, Kurdistan region, Iraq, via chat voice.
Reasons: Amin has worked as a cameraman in Mosul city before and after falling in ISIS’s hands, He used
his mobile to cover news in one of the most dangerous cities for journalists before he could escape from
the city several months later.
Main Insights:
Amin talks about his experience as a cameraman and journalist in the city of Mosul, a short time after
falling under the control of ISIS. Journalistic work was banned in the city. But yet people were allowed
to use mobiles for making calls. So, this was a good opportunity for Amin and his colleagues to continue
working as journalist secretly depending on their smartphones. Amin had a Nokia smartphone with
limited features. But it was good enough to film the daily life of people to show what is going on in the
city that was unreachable by journalists. It was not easy to use mobile in filming. They were only allowed
to make phone calls, but the journalist work was forbidden. Amin had to make some tricks to take videos
on the streets without being noticed by others. The first problem he had to solve was to turn off the red
light of the indictor which turn on automatically when video recording starts. But since he was unable to
do that by changing configurations and settings, he had to cover it by something. Amin manipulated the
design of the plastic cover by making another hole in the other side of the cover that would disclose only
the lens and cover the red light, (see figure 9).

Figure 9. The cover that had been manipulated and used by Amin in Mosul, the new
hole for the lens was made to cover the red LED during the recording mode.

Covering the red LED was not enough to be able to shoot videos without being arrested. He had to pretend
as if he is making a normal phone call by putting mobile on his ear while filming the surroundings.
Making interviews was a high-risk and could put the life of the interviewee in danger if his identity was
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disclosed. Amin was interviewing people without showing their faces, he was taking them into some
places that couldn’t be recognized easily. The biggest problem was to find someone who would agree to
be interviewed. Both sides have had to trust in each other. Therefore, most of the nominated interviewees
were his relatives or friends who trust in him. Amin didn’t hide that he felt very scared when one day
some ISIS members doubted about him, they searched his mobile, but fortunately they didn’t find any
suspicious videos or photos, that was because he was keeping his data in a hidden folder, secured by a
code.
In the first few months, the internet was available and not banned yet. They were sending videos deleting
them from the mobile immediately. The quality of the videos and the professionality of taking videos in
such circumstances was not important. They were shooting short videos and sending them without
making reports or editing. Any photo or video that was coming out of the occupied city was important
for TVs and news agencies.
(See figure 10).

Figure 10. A footage taken by Amin with his smartphone ( on the left ) and the same
fottage while being broadcasted on a TV channel

Later things became harder and riskier. ISIS were looking for the sources of the videos and pictures of
the city that were publishing on TVs and digital portals. Soon, they banned using smartphones and
cellphones at all. No one could hold a mobile in public from now on. At that time, it was very risky for
Amin to continue working. After one year he decided to stop his journalistic activities inside the city and
managed to escape from Mosul. He thinks the smartphones have contributed in documenting that critical
period of the history of Mosul. Not all of the people could contact with TVs, but they were pumping the
social media with videos showing the life inside the city. After internet was cut and mobiles were banned,
they could still document their life secretly and keep those videos and photos as evidence of the
oppression and persecution they have gone through.
Interview 8
Interviewee: Ahmed (a given name), a cameraman and journalist from Mosul city, Northern Iraq.
Date and place: 1 July 2017. Mosul. Iraq, via voice chat.
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Reasons: Ahmed was one of those journalists who couldn’t escape from the city of Mosul after it fell under
the control of ISIS in 10 June 2014 until Mosul was recaptured by the Iraqi army in 29 June 2017. During
this time Ahmed has covered a lot of events and news secretly by using his mobile phone.
Main Insights:
Ahmed succeeded to work secretly for some TV channels and provided them with videos and news from
inside Mosul when journalism work became forbidden by the armed groups who controlled the city.
Ahmed could work with no problems for several months, but later he had to hide his identity as a journalist
and work secretly. Anyway, it was hard to hide big cameras and other equipment that are necessary for
TV work without being identified by people. Some journalists were killed, others were arrested or
kidnapped. They started to escape from the city one by one. It was not easy for Ahmed to escape, instead,
he preferred to stay with his family and find a way to continue working for the TV channels he was related
to. He left the camera and started filming with his mobile. But after mobiles were banned too, he could
not use it outside the home, thus, his work limited to voice reports, similar to radio reports, a phone call
from an activist inside the city, without revealing his name and identity. Ahmed continued in this way
until possessing mobiles became such a crime and the owner of a mobile could easily be accused of
working as a spy, such an accusation was enough to send him to death.
At that time, Ahmed decided to stop all his journalistic activities and cut his connections with the outside
world. After the city was restored, he came back to his old profession and started working for some TVs
he used to work for before.
About his experience with mobile journalism in that critical time, Ahmed thinks that a mobile phone is a
multi-functional device that helps journalists to carry out many journalistic tasks easily. Smartphones are
not only for making calls anymore, they are computers of a small size on which you can work all your
journalist work, with no need to another PC. They are cameras and editing sets, you don’t need to carry
the heavy equipment on your shoulders while traveling in dangerous areas. They are not only light in
weight but quick in work. For the events that are happening suddenly in front of you, only mobile can
catch them, it is always their switched on and camera can be opened in seconds, while the normal camera
is always switched off when not in use. If he was not using a smartphone instead of a camera, it won’t
be possible to continue working for several months where journalism was forbidden and leading to death.
Ahmed used some tricks to take pictures of the city without being noticed by others, he was pretending
to search for a contact name or showing a friend something on the screen, but actually he was aiming the
lens of the camera at the targeted subject in front of him and recording. It was not a big problem for him
to rotate the video vertically or horizontally or even upside down, as it was possible to correct that later,
sometimes inside the smartphone, and other times in the TV station with editing software.
However, Ahmed is not intending to work fully on mobiles while cameras are allowed to use. He thinks
that mobiles are good only for critical situations and for quick and breaking news. But when there is time
to reach to the big camera, it is better to work with a professional camera.
For him both are working well, but camera is the primary option and mobile is the secondary option. In
normal situation, people don’t accept mobiles as an alternative for cameras, for Ahmed, the society in his
area is not taking mobile journalism as a serious job. In emergency cases you may accept everything. But
after that you have to go back to your normal working style. He cannot go to make an interview for a TV
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channel with an official person (a major or a minister for example) holding only his mobile in hands. No
one will give him the necessary respect and attention. The traditionals and cultural values are different
from a society to another. For Ahmed, it is still early for people in his area to treat mobile journalists the
same way they treat and respect the traditional journalists.
Interview 9
Interviewee: Ibrahim (a given name), an Iraqi cameraman and correspondent working for an international
news agency.
Date and place: 22 June 2017, Iraq via voice chat.
Reasons: He is covering news from conflict and tension areas. He has covered the operation to liberating
Mosul from ISIS by Iraqi army. He has a good experience in using both professional cameras and mobile
phones in gathering news. He gives some good examples of how and when to use mobile and when to
use cameras.
Main insights:
As professional camera man working for an international news agency, Ahmet’s work is mainly with
professional cameras. But it doesn’t mean that he is not using smartphones in his work. Beside his
cameras, he has an iPhone and a Samsung smartphone. The reason is that sometimes he is in a situation
where he cannot reach to his cameras in time, the alternative is to catch the event by capturing it with
smartphones which are in his pockets and ready for shooting always.
He sees working for a TV channel may be easier than working for news agencies. In case of TV, you can
use mobile more, because you are only feeding your channel with news and they may accept everything
you send them. But in news agencies that distribute news over all channels, they emphasize on the quality
of the videos and the professionality style of shooting. But if an important event was shoot with a mobile
and there were no other resources for a better video, then they would take it. We have many examples of
videos from citizen-journalists and amateurs that were used by the agencies, but that is only for important
events where they cannot send their own cameramen. Ahmed has a different view of point about using
mobiles in areas where cameras are not allowed by the authorities. He thinks that if a journalist cannot
work officially in an area, it is dangerous for him to try using mobile for shooting videos secretly. If hr
is caught in that situation he may be accused of spying. If an ordinary individual shoot by his mobile it
may be considered a normal act, but if a professional journalist was caught filming secretly by mobile
then the accusation will be something related to spying activities. It happened that one day when he was
not working, and suddenly a military troop was passing by, it was important for him to send that news to
his agency, so he stood on the side of the street and started filming with his smartphone. But surprisingly
a military vehicle stopped and the officer asked for his papers. When he showed that he is working in the
country with a journalist license, they wondered why a licensed journalist would film by smartphone and
not by camera, they doubted that he is working illegally and forced him to erase what he had filmed.
Ahmed gives some tips to mobile journalists, they have to decide first in which quality they will shoot, if
the video is sending manually (by hand) then it is alright to film in high quality. But if the video has to
be sent via internet, the journalist has to choose a quality according to the speed of the internet connection
available. In general, short fragments of videos (7-10 seconds) can be sent easily even if the internet
connection is weak. Instead of sending a one single long footage, they can send several short footages. If
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the videos are not shot in the maximum quality, then it is possible to send them very quickly via instant
chatting messengers instead of uploading them onto servers which may take time. Ahmed emphasizes
that even if you have to use smartphone in your work, you must use it in a professional way as much as
possible, there are rules and principles to follow while shooting videos that can be used by all TV channel.
If you are going to adopt mobile journalism in your work generally (not only in urgent situations) then
you have to use it according to the standards of journalisms. About the security of data protecting, Ahmed
sees there is no guarantee to keep your data safe as long as you are connected to internet. For that reason,
the best way to protect your data is to disconnect from internet if you don’t need it. Don’t keep the old
data in your smartphone after you had sent them or used them. You can save your archives on an external
hard disk and keep it away in a safe place. The mobile is not a storage for collecting all your data and
secrets, use it only for daily work.

3.4 What method is used for coding and analysing data?
In qualitative researches, a phenomenon is studied by collecting data. In this thesis, data were collected from
interviews, focus group, observation and auto-ethnography, then they were analysed in a bottom-up research
method by identifying prominent topics in the text and then giving them names or codes (coding data), (See
figure 11).

Figure 11. The author during coding and analysing data.

Then, a second stage of analysing is done to collect common ideas and contents from coded areas to form
concepts. Another round of analysing is done to form some general categories out of those concepts (Lazar,
Feng, and Hochheiser 2010). The aim behind developing concepts and categories is to come to an
understanding of the phenomenon as it is manifest in its natural settings (not in an experiment as in qualitative
researches), depending mainly on the participants’ meanings, experiences, and point of view (Pope and Mays,
1995). The procedure in this analysis is very similar to the one used in Grounded Theory method with one
difference, is that in Grounded theory the researcher tries to form a theory out of the categories. However, in
this thesis the goal is to end up with a wider understanding and a better evaluation for the case being studied
rather than ending up with a certain theory. Ground theory method is used here only as a coding procedure and
technique, and not for generating a theory. This is quite common and preferred by many researchers (Lazar,
Feng, and Hochheiser, 2010).
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Results
This section contains the results from all methods used in collecting data. The analysing and coding processes
were done according to the method explained above (in the section 3.4). After transcription of the interviews
and discussions from focus group and collecting the notes that have been written during the auto-ethnography
and observation, a coding process was applied to collected data in purpose to find interesting areas, common
ideas and the raising concerns over all the data sources. A multi-stage process of coding and analysing was
done. Organizing data and forming themes and categories can be done with the help of some computer-based
programs. However, a manual coding approach was used in this thesis, as manipulating data and coding
process on paper and hand would give the author “more control over the ownership of the work” (Saldaña,
2009). In the first stage (see Figure 12, a sample coding data table, more details see Appendix 1, Table No.
1) a proper label was given to the code and the symbol (x) was used whenever the code was repeated and
mentioned by other participants, and whether the same code was noticed by the author during observation and
auto-ethnography or not. The first stage resulted in assigning 127 codes that covered almost all ideas and
issues related to the topic of the study that are emerged during the data collection.

Figure 12. A sample of table 1. Coding data. (Note: a full version of the table is in Appendix 1, Table No. 1)
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In the second stage, the frequency of each code was calculated and ‘sub-themes’ were formulated from the
codes that seem to cover the same knowledge or describe similar experience. In some cases, the codes have
the same information about a specific area of the topic, in other cases they were complementing each other.
Then, names are given to sub-themes and the value of frequency (F) represents the number of occurrences
(See table 1).
Sub-theme

F

Sub-theme

F

Sub-theme

F

Budget

24

Life risks

13

Predictions

17

Design cons

11

Credibility high

7

Global phenomena

13

Design pros

23

Credibility low

6

Public privacy

2

Multi task & purpose

72

Credibility medium

5

Data backup

15

Quality issues

22

Amateur

14

Data privacy

23

Ubiquity

11

Contribution to media

13

Journalist security

13

Accessories

5

Crowdsourcing

15

Easiness

62

Applications

8

Professionality

31

User experience

8

Connections

8

Manipulation

5

Freedom & independence

37

New media

34

Consumers

5

Learnability

13

Social media

17

Diversity

7

Shortcomings

9

Speed

34

Table 1. sub-themes emerged from the codes.

Some codes were added to more than one sub-theme in case if they were combining the ideas that are related
to more than one theme.
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Figure 13. A sample of Table 2. Forming codes into sub-themes, themes, and categories (Note: a full version of table 2 is
included in Appendix 1. Table 2)

Later, in the third step, these sub-themes are grouped into a broader set of themes. Each group of codes, that
are forming a theme together, was given a specific colour, to be distinguished visually from other groups.
(See Figure 13, a sample of Table 2, the full version can be found in Appendix 1). Ten main themes emerged
in this phase (see table 2).
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Theme

F

Theme

F

Finance

24

Data risk

38

Design

139

Life risk

26

Material

21

Trustfulness

18

Novelty

81

Journalist

79

Privacy violation

2

User experience

143

Freedom & independence

37

Table 2. The main themes that are formed from the sub-themes

Finally, the themes were grouped into eight wider ‘categories’ (see table 3) to illustrate the main aspects and
concepts that was driven from the presented data.

Category

F

Category

F

Finance

24

Risks

64

Technology

160

Trustfulness

19

Novelty

81

User

222

Privacy Violation

2

Freedom & Independence

37

Table 3. The main categories that are emerged from the themes.

A spider diagram over the categories, themes and sub-themes is depicted in figure 14. Some themes or subthemes under a certain category have secondary relations to themes from other categories which are
indicated by a red-dotted line.
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Figure 14. A spider diagram of categories, sub-themes and themes that are formed of codes.
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Analysis and discussion
The data collection process was focusing on the areas where answers to our research question could potentially
emerge. Essentially, it was looking for the factors that would make the smartphone a useful device to facilitate
the work of journalists in general, and particularly in risky and war-torn areas. The focus on enabling rather
than inhibiting factors was motivated by the rapid rise of mobile journalism – the author was interested in
understanding both, why this had happened and how it can be further supported in the future.
Looking back into the results, we can notice that participants are interested in the user role and user experience,
the technology and materiality in the design of the phone that make it a powerful journalistic device, the risks
raised by this new mode of journalism concerning the life of journalists and the security of data, and finally
the credibility of the produced materials and to what extent can journalists and audiences trust in it. Some other
areas that were highlighted by the participants were the novelty aspect of the phenomenon, financial aspect,
and an ethical aspect regarding privacy violation. Now, let’s analyse each category with its themes and subthemes in details:

5.1 User aspects
Two hundred twenty-two (222) of the coded notions are related to user aspect, making it the most prominent
category. To have a deeper understanding of this aspect and to know why it drew participants’ attention, we
will divide this category into two main themes that appear to be in the centre of the participant’s focus; one is
related to the user as a journalist and the other one is related to the experience he encounters while practicing
the act of mobile journalism.

5.1.1 Journalist (amateur and professional)
The interesting thing here is the involvement of both professionals and amateurs in the same work that needs
no more than a mobile device and a sense of ambition. Thus, we are having citizen- journalists who are ordinary
people but doing the same work that is done by journalists, whether it holds the required quality or not, since
quality is not a big issue in mobile journalism (we will talk about this later when we discuss the design of
mobile). The involvement of a large number of citizens in media work is appreciated by news media. These
people are producing a massive amount of materials and products into media industry both via social media
platforms and directly to media institutions. Individuals’ work is considered as a crowdsourcing process that
helps the media institutions to focus on some issues and problems that are raised by the audience themselves.
Sometimes, media organizations take the news as they are sent by individuals, if the case is urgent and there
is no time to waste in investigating, but in most cases this news is considered as a start point for the professional
journalists to go dig deeper and inspect further in issues by themselves. However, in both cases, the individuals
are participating in making news and pushing news organizations to highlight the issues that have been raised
by the individuals.
In this way, we see amateur individuals engaging in a work that was monopolized by ‘professional’ journalists
for decades. This practice helped many of those amateurs to find job opportunities in media organizations and
go toward professionality. After being one-way consumers for a long time, they are now changing into two[Type here]
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way consumers who are participating in media actively, and having influence on the way in which media
institutions are making news. This is - by some means or other- similar to the idea of Arnstein’s ladder of
participation which is discussed by Nico Carpentier in his book ‘Media and Participation” (Carpentier, 2011)
in which he distinguishes three levels of citizens’ participation, starting from non-participation, where the
power holders don’t want the citizens to have any access to the information, to a level where the participation
is tokenistic, where the citizens are given information in one-way communication, and they have a little
influence on making decisions, then in the third level the participation is really active, the people have the
power to engage in decision-making process and citizens’ ideas and opinions are taken into consideration. In
the other hand, professional journalists are engaging in mobile journalism and using some styles that are used
by amateurs. As an example, using selfie style in making their stand ups in the reports, when they have to film
themselves by themselves.
A journalist may use different styles intentionally when it comes to making news for different mediums, and
contents may change according to the platform for which the product is created, the same story that is made
for a TV channel may have a different form when it is made to be consumed on social media and viewed by
smartphones or tablets instead of a TV screen (Billington, 2013).
Turning amateurs into professionals is a controversial issue. As it is mentioned in literature review section of
this thesis, there are organizations demanding for non-discrimination between professionals and amateurs. A
journalist is a journalist, no matter if he is more or less skilful (Stearns, 2013). Furthermore, the difference
between video qualities in both cases may not be significant, at least not from a purely technical perspective.
News organizations provide special training courses for mobile journalists. The aim is to help the new
journalists to take advantages of the technology available in smartphones as much as possible, and use it in
such a way to make news suitable for almost all media mediums. For instance, BBC, Al Jazeera and many
others are organizing these training course to give journalists necessary tips and skills that may minimize the
difference between a professional work and an amateur work. MoJoCon, the annual international conference
that is dedicated to the mobile journalism, is another example of how professional journalists are taking the
notion of mobile journalism seriously. Every year, they meet to discuss what have been achieved in this field
and what new technologies are available in the newest generation of smartphones, and how to put that
technology in journalists’ favour so that they can produce productions that are not much different than those
done by media institutions with traditional tools.
The conclusion must be that mobile journalism decreases the gap between professionals and citizen-journalists.
The device is in the hands of both professionals and amateurs, and it is a new generation of smartphone device,
the professional journalist doesn’t necessarily have the advantage of a previous experience. In his book
(Burum, 2016) Ivo Burum states that growing of mobile technology provides a unique opportunity for citizen
with no previous experience in journalism, particularly the people of isolated and ignored communities, to
reach out their voice to the stage. Additionally, mobile journalist uses a simpler style of filming than the one
used when depending on an experienced crew of cameramen and audio engineers. The new style is closer to
that of amateur’s style, where the journalist himself is preparing, executing and directing whole piece.
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5.1.2 User experience
The most covered area of this study is related to the experience in which journalists go through while practicing
MoJo. There are several factors that make this experience great and persistent; easiness is one of them. As
participants addressed, they are more encouraged in this work because they found it easy do. It is easy to use,
everyone is familiar enough with his own smartphone to shoot videos or take photos, it is easy to carry, actually
you don’t need to think about that since it is already there in your pocket. It is existing there even if you don’t
think of using it in a journalistic work. It is easy to move with it; the small size is making no effort to carry. It
is easy to use because you don’t need a special permit from authorities to use your mobile. Accessing mobiles
need no more than pressing one or two buttons to be ready for filming (Buttons will be discussed more in
discussion about design), unlike the big cameras that need to be switched on before getting into stand-by mode.
And after every session, it needs to be switched off to save battery and keep the camera maintained.
Learnability is also working in harmony with easiness. As it was clear from the observation done by the author,
the participants showed that it is easier for them to learn using mobile for making news than learning how to
use a professional camera in the same work. After they had had theoretical lectures for several days, they
needed no more than a few tips and tricks about using smartphones, comparing this to cameras, they needed a
practical workshop to learn how to use camera with all its technical features.
Another factor -that is not so far from the easiness- is the speed, it is one of the main characters that made
mobile journalism efficient. Beat and breaking news have been always a great evidence for any news institution
to show its efficiency for its audience that whenever an event is, we are there. Mobile is making this objective
easy to be achieved.
Another experience that was spotted by some interviewees is altering and adjusting some parts of the design
and the interface of their smartphones, this could be hiding some parts of the interface or changing the way it
appears to the public. There are several purposes behind this, some of them are related to the risks revolving
journalist’s life; as one of the interviewees mentioned that when he couldn’t switch off the red LED that
indicates to recording mode in his mobile phone, he had to manipulate the design of the “plastic cover” of the
mobile in a way to cover the red light. This is because he was filming in a dangerous area in Mosul city in Iraq
where he was not allowed to film. This manipulation is not restricted to the physical aspect of the design, it
could be in the behaviour of the journalist. Some interviewees admitted that they had to put the smartphone on
theirs ear to pretend making a normal phone call while capturing the daily life of the people in cities where
journalists are not allowed to make news. Another example of that, is what one of the participants mentioned
that he would put his smartphone in his front pocket of his shirt in a way that enables him to shoot videos while
walking without being noticed by the authorities or curious people. This action of manipulation is mentioned
in a paper named “Designing the spectator experience” written by (Reeves et al, 2005), the paper refers to two
types of manipulation actions of the ‘performer’ who is using the system; one is physical action that may
include manipulating buttons, mouse or other control tools. And the other type is outside the interface like
gestures, speech or performers movement around the work. ‘Secretive’ is one of the four design strategies that
are discussed by Reeves, in which manipulations and other effects are predominantly unobserved and invisible;
the aim, as they discussed, is “to protect spectators from knowing about the experience until it is their turn, or
to protect performers from interference.” (Reeves et al, 2005, p. 745). While the focus in Reeves’ paper is on
the interference and interruption that may prevent the performer from using the system correctly, it may cause
real danger on users’ life when it comes to using smartphones as a journalistic tool in risky areas. From this
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point of view, some participants expected that mobile companies may think of an exceptional design of
smartphones in which journalist can shoot videos without being recognized by the surrounding people.
User experience of the mobile phone revealed some shortcomings; the most prominent one was that a
smartphone is not accepted well by the interviewees. People do not take the matter seriously when a journalist
uses his mobile to interview them. This aspect becomes more difficult when making interviews with formal
and official persons, such as politicians, ministers, etc. These groups prefer to meet journalists followed by a
big crew and a technical team equipped with professional cameras and bright lights. Another problem that
faces the journalists is that a smartphone is primarily a device for making calls, and when it is used as a camera
for filming, some settings have to be changed in order to prevent the incoming calls and other connections and
notifications from some applications that may interrupt the filming session. Some interviewees mentioned
putting the phone on airplane mode to prevent incoming calls and cut connections to Internet. This is, however,
not a good solution if the journalist wanted to go in a live broadcasting that needs internet connection. While
these issues can be avoided after the journalist has acquired sufficient experience in working in different
situations, the people we interviewed used a range of complex strategies to deal with those difficulties. There
are other types of shortcomings related to design, they are going to be discussed later in design and technology
categories.

5.2 Technology aspect.
The results showed that the second most important aspect of the mobile journalism is the technology and
design aspect. Our participants are admired by the existing technology in smartphones which motivated them
to use the tools that are integrated in smartphone design to get enrolled in mobile journalism.

5.2.1 Smartphone, a multifunctional device
The new generation of smartphones puts a multi-functional device with powerful tools in the hands of
journalists. These tools give journalists the necessary power to accomplish more than one job at the same time.
Most of the interviewed people were overwhelmed by the notion that mobile has given them an opportunity to
discover some new talents in themselves. Along with shooting videos, they can take photographs, write the
text for their stories, and capture the ideas that pop up during the work, record the voice or do a live
broadcasting. All these features are serving in adopting the concept of ‘complete-journalist’, where the
journalist is responsible of doing the whole piece of news from the scratch until it is published or broadcasted.
This demands the journalist to be a multi-talented person who has some skills of every profession. This causes
overlapping and merging between professions; a journalist has to do the work of reporter, cameraman, editor,
director and so on. Some of our interviewees (from Rudaw and Al Jazeera) confirmed that they are giving
training courses on mobile journalism to all their employees, a cameraman must learn the work of a
correspondent, and he has to be able to make a report if needed. Interchangeably, the reporters have to learn
how to shoot videos, how to edit the video and then how to upload it on a server or publish it on a social media
platform. This is why some managers and editors in chief admitted that they would prefer a journalist who is
like a Swiss army knife, who can be used for different types of journalistic work. (Smith, 2015).
In legacy news organizations, each employee may involve in one task during the process of making news; a
reporter in newsgathering room, an editor or designer in production section or a member of delivery staff in
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distribution section. Currently, the mobile journalism has made it possible for a journalist to perform all the
tasks mentioned above at the same time. (Hill. 2018).
The multi-functional device doesn’t necessarily mean to work on all functions at the same time, but it rather
means multi doors and opportunities to be opened in front of those new journalists. They can choose whatever
suits them best. The aim is to reduce the restrictions and make them capable of doing any task they need in
their work. Some participants mentioned some new ways of mobile usage on journalism work; mobile is used
as a wireless microphone for a normal camera, the recorded voice in the mobile can be added to the footage
later in editing process. Mobile is also used as a monitor screen to receive the feedback from the live broadcast,
this is important for the cameraman who is going on-air broadcast from outside the station where an instant
feedback is needed (assuming the TV channel has a live streaming online).
One more usage of smartphones is mentioned by one of the participants and seems to be a very effective for
those journalists who are using equipment that require internet connection in rural areas where no Wi-Fi
networks are available, a mobile phone can be used as a router to provide other devices with internet connection
through a Wi-Fi network.

5.2.2 The Quality
The quality of the video and audio in new smartphones has been improved and reached to such a level of
quality that is very close to that of professional cameras. For this reason, the mobile journalism is accepted by
most media institutions. When asking our interviewees whether their agencies and TV stations are requesting
to use professional cameras instead of smartphones or not, they assured that they don’t mind which device is
used as long as the videos and photos are in good quality. New smartphones give video quality of HD and Full
HD, this resolution of quality is enough for most of TV channels. Although some very new versions of
smartphones have the ability to shoot in 4K quality (which is 4 times as Full HD), but no news TV channels
are broadcasting in that quality yet. If we make a scan of all available TV channels, we will realize that the
majority of them are still broadcasting in SD (which is a standard quality and less than HD). That means the
existing quality in the smartphones fulfils the need of most of the TV channels. This played a big role in
making the productions produced by smartphones acceptable and finding their way to the broadcast easily.
However, the existence of high-quality video in a smartphone is not enough to get a product of high standards.
Knowing how to use that quality is more important than the quality itself, shaky footages with no focus on the
main subject and bad lighting exposure will not make a good video even if it is shot in Full HD. Accordingly,
the big media organizations insist on training their new journalists on how to use the smartphone to get the
maximum benefit from the integrated technology in it.
The quality of the video is not considered a big problem in comparison to the quality of audio, many mobile
journalists are not satisfied with the recorded audio when it comes to make interviews, or when the journalist
speaks as a correspondent in the video, that is because they usually record the audio using the build-in
microphone, which is made to capture the surrounding sounds. Making interviews and focusing on an
individual’s voice requires using an external microphone, but not all mobile journalists are using accessories
to improve sound quality. There is another issue that is related to the quality of the accessories, some
participants complained about the bad quality of the available accessories in the market. The accessories of
high quality are expensive and can hardly be found online.
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Despite the raising concerns about obtaining a good quality in both video and audio, the news institutions are
looking after the importance rather than the quality. If a news is fresh, of high interest and cannot be obtained
from a more trustful source, then it will find its way to the screen in spite of low quality of pictures.
This fact was argued also by the researcher Steve Hill, broadcasters realized at the very beginning wave of
user-generated-contents that people don’t mind the quality of the material when it is newsworthy. Particularly,
when there are no other images or videos that are captured by professionals for the same event (Hill, 2018).

5.2.3 Design, pros and cons.
The results unveiled some specifications and characteristics in the design of the smartphone that make it
popular and favourable in media work. The most important characteristic is the pocket-size of the smartphones.
The all tools and functions, that we talked about earlier, are integrated in a device of a palm size.
The design of the interface is nearly a universal design, the majority of the users are familiar with it, the new
mobile journalists are not going to use a totally new device which requires a training period to master it. We
are talking about a device which is used in our daily life. The familiarity with the smartphones is motivating
and inspiring the new journalists to try it in their media work. Thus, they find themselves involving into the
practice of mobile journalism. The few numbers of the buttons on smartphone make it easy to be handled in
comparation to the big number of complicated buttons on normal cameras. With smartphones there is no fear
of doing mistakes, spoiling the tape or messing up the settings.
Another specification of new smartphones is the size of the screen (e.g. 4.7” in iPhone 6 or 5.5” in iPhone 6
plus) which makes it comfortable to be used for creating, editing, consuming videos and doing other
journalistic works, this was not easy to do with the small size screens (e.g. 3.5” in iPhone 4). One of our
interviewees claimed that people abandoned iPads after the arrival of the new versions of iPhone with a bigger
size of screen. Before now, they had to use an iPad or a laptop to work on video editing software or designing
a page layout in a digital portal, but now the mobile’s screen is big enough to perform those tasks.
Another important characteristic of a smartphone -that makes it different from any other devices that are used
in media and news productions- is the ubiquity feature, what we mean here by ubiquity is not only that you
can take it to wherever you want but actually is it with you wherever you are, you don’t have to think every
morning whether to take the smartphone with you or not, simply, it is already there and it is in standby mode
throughout the day. This is what makes it distinct from normal camera which you don’t take it with you unless
you intend to go for a work. Accordingly, the sudden and urgent events are mostly captured by smartphones
that are everywhere and need no more than seconds to be ready for shooting.
However, the standard smartphones used by the public will remain suffering from some disadvantages in the
design that make the journalists unpleased with the results; the zoom issue is one of those problems, the digital
zoom in smartphones distorts the picture, the best way to get a close shot is to approach to the subject, and this
is not easy to do in all situations and circumstances. Another issue, the battery is not designed for working
with videos and media around the clock. For those who want to go further in optimizing the results, they have
to depend on external accessories to improve the zoom, the sound, and one or two power banks for a longer
working time.
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Here, a question pops up; Do journalists need a special version of smartphone that may meet all their needs?
Some of the participants expected that mobile manufacture companies may think of designing a more powerful
smartphone with a longer battery life, bigger lenses, better quality of the material and a special operating
system that may come with a package of applications dedicated to media productions. The idea, that seems to
be interesting, was not acceptable by other participants who thought that what is good for ordinary people is
good for them as well, they see that using a specialized smartphone for journalism will make it easy to be
distinguished from normal people, and this may put their lives at risk in areas where journalists are not allowed
or are targeted by some terrorist groups.

5.3 Risks aspect
Two main sides of risks were raised by the participants in this study; one is related to the life risks of those
mobile journalists who are working in dangerous and tension areas, the other is related to the security of data
they are collecting and dealing with.

5.3.1 Life risks
Mobile journalism, like the traditional journalism, is not safe from the risks and dangers regarding
practitioners’ lives, particularly for those who are covering news of wars and fighting in conflicting areas. The
advantage of using mobile in risky areas is that it reduces the suspicions about the journalist and helps him not
be detected and discovered easily in areas where journalism is forbidden. But this advantage turns, sometimes,
to be a disadvantage; when the journalist thinks that his identity is unknown and feels safe working
anonymously, it may stimulate him to go further and put his life in real danger. The majority of those new
journalists have no good experience about protecting themselves in such dangerous situations. While the media
institutions take precautionary steps to protect their journalists’ lives and advise them that their lives have the
priority over the news, in contrast, many of those young and new mobile journalists are putting their lives at
risk in order to get breaking and exclusive news.
Some of those young mobile journalists, who have been interviewed in this study, have emphasized on the
necessity of training courses about safety and security of the journalist in risky areas. There are some voices
demand to protect anyone who is practicing journalism, no matter if he is a professional or an amateur, whether
he is linked to a media institution or not, but that protection of rights is playing no role in areas where
international laws are not respected and human rights are violated.
Similar aspect of safety is argued by Steve Hill who thinks that the citizen-journalist should not only focus on
the technical perspectives of the work but rather to consider the issues of health and safety (Hill, 2018). He
also confirms on the undertaking the assessments of risk in the areas of armed conflict.

5.3.2 Data risks
A great part of the risks and dangers on journalist’s life is related to the risks and security of the data that are
used in the smartphones. Our participants have their own ways to save their data and subsequently safe their
lives. Three of the interviewed persons expressed a trust in iPhone smartphones. They backed this trust by
some examples from around the world where governments appealed the Apple company for help to breakdown
the security codes of the criminals’ iPhones. They consider this as an evidence of the security strength in
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iPhone. Subsequently, they showed no worries about unsafety of their data or the possibility of stealing or
uncovering their private information and data. On the other hand, other participants showed worries over the
security of the data saved in their mobiles, and suggested some security procedures; data could be uploaded
on a cloud server, sent to an email, or saved on a memory stick that can be removed or replaced easily if
needed. And as soon as the data are used, broadcasted, saved in another storage, it is better to delete them and
keep the smartphone clear and empty. This will not only keep your data safe but give you a bigger space in
mobile’s memory as well.
The high risk lies in connecting smartphone to the internet and local networks. This raises the possibility of
tracking or hacking the journalist and then putting his life at risk. Some people admitted that when they had to
go to the risky areas, they had to disconnect their devices from internet during the work. If they had to use it
for sending their data, then it will be used for as minimum time as possible. The risks related to both data and
life cannot be entirely avoided. And mobile journalism will remain, like any other type of journalism, a career
exposed to risks and threats.

5.4 Trust aspect
Trusting in news that are made by citizen- journalists is a controversial issue, while some people think that it
is hard to believe in news made by unknown sources, that have no responsibility and commitment regarding
the credibility of what they are posting in the social media, others have a totally reversed opinion about this.
For them, the news that are made in studios and gone through censorship filters by editorial boards in TV
channels and newspapers are not necessarily telling the truth that we are seeking for. An ordinary person, who
documents an event by his own mobile, may show it as a naked truth without editing or choosing specific parts
that serve a certain policy of governments, political parties or specific groups. The trust is not a solid matter,
it is changing from a country to another. The participants expressed that in the areas where people are suffering
from the freedom of speech and freedom of journalism, they tend to trust in social media and citizen-journalists
more than trusting in official journalists who are working for media institutions run by the government or
political groups. This contentment has opened a wide door for receiving massive amount of news and
information form uncertain sources, this problem resulted in spreading a huge wave of false and fake news
across internet and sometimes found their way to big news institutions.
It is common these days that we see famous TV channels apologize to their audience for broadcasting some
news that turned out to be incorrect.
In order to oppose and cconfront this high wave of uncertain and doubtful information, news institutions are
suffering and struggling in confirming all coming news from citizens. In case of some urgent and important
news that neither can be ignored nor confirmed, they use it with the statement “This news couldn’t be
confirmed from a trusted source”. Consequently, mobile journalism is imposing itself as a fait accompli.
During our study, we asked those who are working in news channels about the mechanism in which they could
confirm important news that arrive from unknown sources, they explained several ways; if the news is sent by
a known account or telephone number, they try to convince him to join a live news bulletin and give details
on the news, this way the news is taken on his charge. Otherwise, they have to contact some other sources
from the same location to confirm if that news was happened and true. The best way, according to them, is to
wait and not rush in publishing whatever arrives from unknown sources until it is confirmed by certain trusted
resources, but, in this case, they have to sacrifice the willing of publishing exclusive and breaking news.
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Steve Hill argues that it is hard to give credibility to the contents we get through social media, but there are
some ways to verify these contents and make the source more trustful by calling the person on phone to reveal
who is he, speaking to a source in voice is different than getting news in mail or via messages on social media.
This issue is also discussed by the researcher Marju Himma-Kadakas in a research paper named “Alternative
facts and fake news entering journalistic content production cycle”, she states that in case of online newsroom
practice, where the work is going under the pressure of time that requires continuous contents and last updates
every moment, this situation may push journalists to step over the traditional process of preparing and editing
information for journalistic stories which paves the way for misleading and fake news to find their way into
the process of publishing and distribution (Himma-Kadakas, 2017).

5.5 Freedom aspect
Freedom and independence are repeatedly mentioned as important aspects of mobile journalism. The most
frequent type of freedom referred by almost all the participants was the freedom of working with no work
permit, the legal license that is usually issued by the authorities everywhere, especially in middle-eastern
countries, where the governments make sure not to let any journalistic activity to be done outside their sights.
Many participants indicated to their own experience in working on their mobiles in areas where journalists
were not allowed to work without an authorized work permit. Freedom of expression was in the core of the
freedom aspect. It is obvious that some journalists don’t like to work according to the policy of their news
organizations. Some of those organizations may force their journalists to handle the news from a point of view
that serves their interests, that could be a political attitude, a business or some other ideological beliefs. Thus,
journalists find in mobile journalism an opportunity to get rid of all those restrictions and red-lines that are
imposed on them by media organizations. This might not be a big issue in ‘well-developed’ countries where
freedom of speech is “guaranteed” to a certain extent. But not in the area in which most of our interviewees
are working, where almost all media institutions are owned either by governments or by political parties that
are imposing their own views of point on them.
Another face of freedom in mobile journalism is location-free work; journalists can work from everywhere
without being constrained to a specific location, they don’t have to stay in a TV station or in an office to edit
and finalize their work, everything could be done on-site, and then sent to the stations, or published online
directly by the journalists on the platform on which they work. Oscar Westland (cited Steve Hill, 2018) states
that mobile device has given the journalists the possibility of location-free work: “internet connectivity and
advanced search functionality, …, have obviously provided journalists with new and powerful tools for
reporting news. Google queries, facts from databases, as well as gateways to informants are typically only a
couple of clicks away” (Hill 2018, p. 27).
While this feature seems to be in the advantage of freelancer journalists, it is considered as a disadvantage for
those who work inside institutions and companies for certain hours, they find themselves enforced to work
extra time from home using their smartphones for modifying or making breaking news in critical situations
that requires an urgent intervention.
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It seems that the freedom - which is related to mobile journalism - has ties to the issue of privacy violation
(which we will discuss next). Some participants referred to misunderstanding the notion of freedom by some
citizen-journalists, and the absence of any kind of editorial desk or censorship leading to publish news and
videos that may violate the privacy of individuals. Some defenders of freedom of speech call for separation of
online world from the mainstream media, and the same rules of mainstream should not be applied to the cyber
world. Their allegation is that checking every post before submitting it to social media is an impossible process
(Hill, 2016). They cite what Mark Zuckerberg (The CEO of the Facebook) once tried to push away the
restrictions on media companies away from his social platform when he “claimed he runs a tech company that
deliver contents, not a media company that produce contents” (Hill 2018, p. 62).

5.6 Privacy violation and ethical issues
During the process of analysing the results, an ethical aspect of the profession emerged; it is concerning the
privacy of individuals that could be violated by new journalists. The main factor that is supporting this violation
is using mobile for filming in public without taking permission of individuals being filmed, this has a tight
link to the aspect of freedom and independence that we discussed earlier. An official journalist has commitment
to international conventions and journalism agreements, they may respect the privacy of individuals, in
contrast to the citizen- journalists who don’t have that sorts of commitments and restrictions, this results in
publishing whatever they capture by their mobiles.
This issue was at the centre of a research by Steve Hill (2018) who refers to a “clash culture” between the
freedom of speech of internet users and the restrictions on the mass media, he sees the professional journalists
have the commitment to law and voluntary ethical codes of conduct to avoid producing products that would
damage someone’s reputation, trolling, publishing false news, where a citizen-journalist feels free of these
obligation. This is an ongoing conflict that is in the heart of debating the role of social media in spreading
principle of democracy in societies (Hill, 2018).
Another subject, that also playing a role in violating privacy, is the risk of violating the privacy of data that
may happen unintentionally when someone loses his mobile or when it is hacked by others, then private data
are stolen. The ethical side of violating privacy has relation to the trust aspect as well, because fake news is
mostly aiming at tarnishing someone else’s reputation, or even if it’s not dealing with reputation of persons or
companies, false news is preventing people from their right of reaching to the truth. Anyway, this is against
human morality and ethical principles.

5.7 Financial aspect.
The expensive cameras and other necessary equipment for making TV products are an obstacle in the way of
individuals who desire to work independently. Now, the essential and necessary technology for making an
acceptable TV product is available in a smartphone. Literally, a new journalist can start with a zero budget, if
we assume that he already has a sort of smartphone, and as a beginner, he will work without extra accessories.
Even if a journalist moves forward to work on a more professional level of working, he would probably need
some accessories that are not more expensive than a mobile itself. Working with traditional devices requires a
relatively high budget. A single professional camera may cost ten times the price of one smartphone excluding
the cost of editing sets, lightening, and other necessary heavy and expensive equipment.
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Steve Hill and Paul Bradshaw acknowledge that many traditional broadcast institutions have found a way for
saving expenses and costs “by arming their reporters with cheap mobile kit, rather than giving them dedicated
cameras” (Hill, 2018, p. 26).
During our study, we came across some people who turned to work on smartphone instead of working with
media production companies. In their opinions, the results are acceptable. For example; in a documentary film
produced by one of our participants, the parts that are shot with iPhone 6 by himself, were not very different
from the parts that are taken with a professional camera by a skilled cameraman. If someone afford to allocate
a small budget for improving his journalistic work with mobile, then he can purchase some extra accessories
and paid smartphone applications that make filming and editing videos in a better quality with more features
and effects. However, the free applications that are available on both Apple and Google Play stores are good
enough to start with as a beginner.

5.8 Novelty aspect
Mobile journalism is a new trend that emerged with the arrival of multimedia technology in mobiles. This
new orientation in media is not only active in areas where traditional media lacks the freedom of journalism,
but in all parts of the world. As one of the interviewees referred to London attacks in 2012, the first pictures
that appeared on TVs were from an individual’s mobile who happened to be near the site of the accident.
From the theoretical background and the literature that has been reviewed by the author, it is clear that
mobile journalism is a global phenomenon. Journalists from all over the world are trying to take advantage
of the existing technology in their smartphones when they cannot reach to their traditional equipment easily,
particularly in the case of urgent and breaking news.
Other journalists take the matter from a different angle; it is not only about immediate and breaking news,
but also a new experience and trend in new media that has its own audience. Journalists in many big media
networks (e.g. BBC, Aljazeera, RTE TV, CNN, etc.) go deeper in exploring the world of mobile journalism,
and try to see to what extent of professionality they can go with it. In result, they proved that if a mobile is
used by a well- experienced journalist, then a good TV production can be produced, we are here talking
about good examples such a long documentary, drama series, professional news reports.
This novelty aspect of mobile journalism was assured in other research as well, where citizen-journalists
succeeded to open up new platforms of news to the public and pioneered the art of using raw materials in
breaking and urgent news in new styles of storytelling (Hill, 2018).

5.8.1 Novelty and social media
Another side of this novelty is that mobile journalism works preferably in social media environment. The
majority of new mobile-journalists are not related to specific news institutions, the main platforms to publish
their news are those of social media. Thus, we can realize that, in one hand, social media platforms are playing
a significant role in connecting mobile journalists to their audience, and in another hand to the news
organizations. Even when a TV channel wants to connect lively with one of those new journalists, they would
establish the communication via one of the social media applications, such as Skype, Facebook messenger,
Viber, etc.
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The type of the media contents that are created by the mobile journalists are more suitable for social media,
where things are shaped in unofficial framework. This why some TVs would have a second version of a live
event, which is entirely shot by a mobile, on their social media account. The common sense here is that social
media networks are the best platforms for new mobile journalists to show their works and prove their
competence and efficiency.

5.8.2 Future predictions
In the midst of the great developing in new technology and mobile industry, some of our participants were
unable to predict the future of mobile journalism in the upcoming years. One decade ago, no one was expecting
the radical changes that happened now a days in cellphone industry. Smartphones are getting more and more
power year by year, and this makes it difficult to predict what changes can be done next year.
However, despite all these changes, traditional media is still surviving. Many journalists believe that mobile
can play a good role beside the traditional media, but it is still very far from coming to the notion that mobile
journalism can be an absolute alternative to TVs, radios, and newspapers. In the areas where the author has
conducted interviews, people think that the concept of mobile journalism is lacking the sufficient
acknowledgement by the society. People are still don’t take the idea of mobile journalism seriously. The given
examples by our interviewed journalists show that it is still hard to convince a formal and official person to be
interviewed about a serious topic while being filmed by a smartphone, not a professional camera.

Conclusion
In the last part of this study, it is fundamental to remember that the main purpose of researching in social
sciences is generally to discover unknown things and hidden sides of an issue rather than proving specific
things (Labaree, 2009). This section will conclude with a set of concepts and conclusions that will facilitate
to wrap up our understanding about the phenomenon of mobile journalism.
Mobile journalism has become a global phenomenon and a new trend in journalism due to a number of factors
that are essential for journalism profession, the most prominent factors are: the speed and the accuracy of news.
Those two factors are achieved with new coming technology in smartphones that brought a good quality of
video with a good connection to internet. The ubiquity feature of mobile helped to reach to news everywhere
and send them to media stations or social media in a relatively short time compared to the traditional way of
covering the news. The accuracy factor is not of that strength when it comes to news covered by citizens via
mobiles. However, the ability of sending live pictures fills that gap of insufficiency. The high popularity of
mobile journalism comes from its ability to provide live video from areas where normal journalists can hardly
reach, either because of the security restrictions or because of the difficulty of taking heavy equipment to such
critical areas.
The ability of individuals to obtain a smartphone and the user’s familiarity with the universal design of mobile
helped to be used in journalism work by wide range of people with some training. Some recent events that
happened in the world in last few years, such as Arab-spring uprisings and revolutions, have helped to highlight
the role of mobile phones in taking the audience into the heart of protests and demonstrations where traditional
media was banned by the governments. Videos and pictures taken by protesters’ smartphones became the main
source of news and have been broadcasted by almost all news TVs around the world. At that moment the world
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realized the importance of those small devices that come with cameras and internet connections which are
called smartphones.
An ordinary citizen may involve easily in journalism practice, as an eyewitness, he may record a footage on
his smartphone of a newsworthy event, and then share it with others on a social platform, at last it found its
way commonly into mainstream news (Burum, 2016).
Despite its important role in delivering news instantly, mobile journalism cannot be an alternative to the
traditional media, and its role remains limited in urgent and breaking news where initial information spread
instantly, or highlighting some issues that traditional media is not aware of. But the traditional media is
necessary to go beyond the breaking news, confirm them, handle them in details and investigate them deeply
with responsible people and relative stakeholder. That might be in long interviews and TV shows.
TV channels see in mobile journalism a good opportunity to expand their correspondent network over
countries. Before people can make news with mobiles, TVs were spending big budgets in paying for people
who were cooperating with them by providing them with information and pictures. (In Al Jazeera TV they call
them “Fixers”). These fixers need cameras to shoot videos and a communication method to send the media
materials, that means extra expenses, but now making a wide network of those fixers became easier, they can
employ fixers from every town in the world. Any individual with a smartphone can be one of those fixers after
receiving some basic tips on how to use his smartphone in making news for a TV. The advantage of this is that
they are biding those volunteer mobile journalists to their institutions and treat them as their employees, this
has also the advantages of raising the credibility of the news that are made by those fixers, and reduce the
differences between them and the official reporters.
The unsuspiciousness feature and the small size of the smartphone helped to be used actively by journalists in
risky and critical areas, and became a good alternative to professional cameras in areas where the professional
journalists can’t reach.
There are now attempts to take mobile journalism to a higher level of professionality, film-makers and other
workers in media industry are trying to involve the mobile in high professional media productions. But these
attempts are still in the experimental phase at the moments. It will take a time for big media and news
companies before adopting mobile as main equipment in creating their media productions.
Until a new revolution happens in mobile industry, it will remain an active and effective device that contributes
to the work of traditional media, it could fill some gaps in the traditional media, and may pave the way for new
journalists to embrace the world of journalism. But it is still early to come to the notion that a mobile journalist
could be replaced with the traditional mediums of journalism.
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Appendices
Appendix 1.
Table No1. Data Coding
Assigning codes to interviews, focus group, auto-ethnography and observation.
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Speed
Restrictions on professional
journalist
Low budget
Accessories
Unsuspicious
Easy to carry
No need to work permit
Easy access
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Complete journalist
Professionality
Easy movement
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Photograph
Capture ideas
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Breaking news
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Unpredictable future
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New contents
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Standard mobiles work fine
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Main news recourse
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use smartphones.
Traditional media is surviving
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Social media faster than TV
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Work on both camera and
mobile
Works only on mobile

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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119

120
121
122

123
124
125
126
127

Mobile plays the role of
computer in searching for
news
Writing news (text) via
mobile
Mobile used as a wireless
mic
Live videos as a way to
document and archive
important events,
Mobile non-users cannot
catch up events
Saving a copy of data in
email
Mobile as a monitor to
control live broadcast
Mobile can be used as an
internet provider
Quick tips can be given for a
better picture

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Data Coding Table No. 2. Forming themes and categories from codes
Frequency Code
9
7
5
3
2
1
2
5
1
5

Sub-theme

Low budget
accessories
High expenses in old media
budget
Using free apps
(F=24) *
Journalists need special mobiles
Battery draining problems
Bad quality in voice while interviewing
Zoom issues
design cons
Mobile cannot bear the high (F=11)
temperature for a long time
Universal design

theme

Category

finance

finance

(F=24)

(F=24)

design

Technology

(F=139)

(F=160)
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5
2
3
7
1
7
7
8
3
8
8
5
6
1
5
3
1
7
1
1
1
2
1
9
4
6
10
1
1
4
5
2
1

Less buttons
Standard mobiles work fine for
journalists
The effect of Bigger screens in mobile
and vice versa
Pocket size
Mobile is used when Cameras stop
working of heat.
Multi-tasks
Complete journalist
photograph
Capture ideas
Voice recording
Multi-purpose
Swiss army knife
Live broadcast
Auditability
Multiple-way to share or feed
Mobile fulfils almost all the needs that
a TV need.
Mobile plays the role of computer in
searching for news
Writing news (text) via mobile
Mobile used as a wireless mic
Mobile as a monitor to control live
broadcast
Mobile can be used as an internet
provider
Bad quality in voice while interviewing
Accessories in bad quality
Good quality
Importance of Information over the
quality video
Importance over quality
ubiquitous
Live pictures always available
Accessories in bad quality
Accessories needed
Adopting certain apps
Necessary apps are not free
Using paid apps

design pros
(F=23)

multi task &
purpose
(F=72)

quality issues
(F=22)

ubiquity
(F=11)

accessories
(F=5)

applications
(F=8)

material
(F=21)
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6
2
7
7
2
4
3
3

connections

8

Connectivity
Administrating groups of journalists
New experience
New vs. old media
Revolution in media
New media
New contents
Need to new styles
Mobile a new global trend in
journalism
Universal phenomena
Unpredictable future
Traditional media is surviving
Mobile still needs time to play a bigger
role in media
The effect of Bigger screens in mobile
and vice versa
Not only in risk areas

5

Universal phenomena

4

4
2

Social context
Most of social media users use
smartphones.
social media
Social media faster than TV
(F=17)
Integration with social media

3

Mobile, a good source for SM contents.

2

Privacy violation

5
1
5
4
5
7
3
3
5

Cloud computing
data backup
Saving a copy of data in email
(F=15)
Data loss
Back up
No high risk in data privacy
Security worries
data privacy
Data unsafety
(F=23)
Trust in iPhone
deleting data after use
Training course needed for safety
journalist security
issues
(F=13)
unsuspicious

3
5
4
6
4
3

4

1
9

(F=8)

new media
(F=34)

predictions
(F=17)

Novelty
global
phenomena

Novelty

(F=81)

(F=81)

(F=13)

public privacy

Privacy violation

Privacy
violation

(F=2)

(F=2)

(F=2)

risk
data risk

(F=64)

(F=38)

Life risks
(F=26)
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1
2
5
8
6
1
3
1
2
4

Protection of new journalists
Priority to journalist safety
No high risk in data privacy
Life risks
credibility
Mobile more real than camera
Fake news or invalidity
Credibility difficulties
Investigation necessary
Reliability issues

1

News accuracy

4
6
1
3
1
7
2
3
7
3
2

Works only on mobile
Citizen journalist
Voluntary
Professionals use amateur style
A way to get a job in media
Working for news institutions?
Creating competition
Mobile, a good source for SM contents.
crowdsourcing
Main news recourse
self-documenting
Contribution to document the life and
the history
Live videos as a way to document and
archive important events,
Professionals use amateur style
professionality
Training courses needed for journalists
A way to get a job in media
Mobile promote to media work
Works on both Camera and Mobile
Works only on mobile
Working for news institutions?
Tricks to disguise the appearance and
the action
New style to protect the interviewees
identity
Increasing news consumers

1
1
3
6
5
1
1
7
4
7
4
1
5

life risks
(F=13)

credibility high
(F=7)

credibility low
(F=6)

trustfulness
(F=18)

trustfulness
(F=18)

credibility
medium
(F=5)

amateur
(F=14)

contribution to
media
(F=13)

crowd sourcing
(F=15)

Journalist
(F=79)

professionality
(F=31)

User
(F=222)

manipulation
(F=5)

Consumers (F=5)
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2
3
2
10
12
9
10
6
9
5
11
7
1
10
3
3
2
4
9
6
6
7
1
4
1

Different target groups
Culture variety
Different contents for different
platforms
Easy to use
Easy to carry
No need to work permit
Easy access
Simplicity & spontaneousness
Easy movement
Less buttons
Mobile saves efforts
New experience
User experience
learnability
Quick tips can be given for a better
picture
Interrupt while filming
Fear of abandoning old style
Mobile is not well accepted to make
interviews
Speed
instantaneous
Breaking news
Beat news
News in pockets
Importance of Information over the
quality video
Mobile non-users cannot catch up
events

diversity
(F=7)

easiness
(F=62)

User experience
(F=8)

learnability
(F=13)

shortcomings
(F=9)

user experience
(F=143)

Speed
(F=34)

9
7
6
6

No need to work permit
Restrictions on professional journalist freedom &
freedom &
freedom &
Independence
independence
Independence
Independence
Non-location-based work
(F=37)
(F=37)
(F=37)
Mobile can be used where camera is not
5
allowed
Table 2. Collecting codes into groups of sub-themes, themes and categories
Frequency = the number of times in which a coded text is mentioned by participants id by participants.
*F= (The sum of frequencies in the theme, sub-theme or category.)
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Appendix 2.
Consent Form
The below signer agrees to participate in interviews/observations for a study conducted and recorded by the
HCI master students of Uppsala University: Salah Mohammedsalih.
I understand and consent the use of interviews/observations conducted and recorded by the mentioned HCI
student of the Uppsala University. I understand that the information and recordings are for research purposes
only and that my personal information and image will not be used for any other purpose.
I understand that participation in this study is voluntary and I agree to raise any concerns or areas of
discomfort during the session with the study researcher.
I agree that I meet the following conditions:
●
I am over 18 years old.
●
I have read the above consent form, understood it and I agree to it.
●
I want to participate in the above-mentioned interview/observation.
●
I agree to be recorded, videoed or photographed for the study purpose.
Exceptions:
Please check the following options that you would like to be taken in the consideration.

□ I don’t want my real name and identity to be revealed in the study.
□ I don’t want to appear in any photos that are used in the study.
Name:
__________________________________________
Date:
_________________________________
Signature
__________________________________________
Student signature
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Appendix 3.
Semi-structures interviews with Managers, news producers, editors in TV stations in IraqiKurdistan Region.
Name: …………………………………….… Occupation...............................................
TV Station: ...................................... Location ………………Date ....................................
After giving the interviewee a brief about the research and the goals of the interview
The following semi-structured question are to be asked and discussed with the interviewee
Q- How did you start using mobile in journalism?
Q- How do you cover news in dangerous areas e.g.? The war fronts in Mosul were fighting with ISIS is
ongoing?
Q- To what extent do you benefit from the new technology in mobiles and internet connection?
Q- Do you depend only on your reporters on the ground to provide the channel with news? If there are other,
who are they?
Q- In what cases do you use videos that are taken by smartphones?
Q- How much do you depend on smartphones in making live connections either with your correspondents or
with guest during news bulletin?
Q- When do you prefer making live connections via mobile to Satellite news gathering (SNG) system?
Q- How did new technology in smartphones (HD videos, high quality audio, good internet connection, etc.)
changed the way you used to make news especially in risky areas?
Q- What do you expect from the companies that are producing smartphones to add in mobile designs in order
to serve journalists in a better way?
Q- What are the risks and threats in using mobiles to make media productions?
Q- What are the new techniques to deal with a mobile device while shooting videos for TVs?
Q – How can people trust in news made with mobiles by individuals?
Q- What are the techniques to keep the data in a smartphone safe and secured?
Note1: Same questions can be asked when interviewing journalist from radio stations and newspapers
noticing that a smartphone can be used for writing text and taking photos in case of newspaper and for
recording and editing audio in case of radios)
Note1. The questions in this paper are changing according to the interviewee’s position. New questions may
be added and some of existing questions may drop off
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Appendix 4.
Conducting a focus group about using mobile phones in media work
(TV, radio, newspapers, etc.)

A group of 5-6 persons who are working in TV, newspapers, radios, digital portals, the discussion is
revolving around these aspects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

The role of the mobile in accelerating the process of making media productions.
The trust and risks involving using mobile in dangerous areas.
The quality of the material been produced by smartphones.
How the citizens are involved in making news by using their smartphones.
How the individuals’ roles are changing from a passive consumer to an active consumer who can
add, modify, eliminate articles in the media.
How the wide range of people using smartphones affected the way in which media institution are
presenting their products (news, show, etc.)
Why should we focus on using mobiles in journalism while there are new generations of cameras
and or audio recorders that are better in quality and smaller in size than smartphones (e.g. GoPro
camera, Flash sound recorder).
Data security and privacy protection.
What are other utilities of mobile in journalism work?
The future vision of what can be achieved in media fields in view of the great increasing in
technology, particularly in mobile design.
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